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HELLO AND WELCOME TO THE
LATEST EDITION OF CONTACT
who, after 15 years of sterling service, has

Off we go again…
As this edition of CONTACT went to print,
we were gripped – once more – by uncertainty,
with the Omicron COVID-19 variant providing a

assumed a new challenge outside the
organisation.
And John’s arrival is celebrated in this

fresh twist to a landscape already in a state of

magazine, with the former Chamber president

perpetual flux.

laying out his plans to help members enjoy

As it has for nearly the last two years, change
just keeps on coming, and the need to adapt

future success.
But that isn’t the only change; we’ve added

and adjust to this evolving environment remains

new features – 10 Questions and Viewpoint – to

critical.

spotlight members and their business journeys,

The feeling of change is carried through this

and to analyse a specific topic in detail.
And we’ve freshened up our regular articles,

issue too – in more ways than one.
Our regular thought leadership articles from

such as our thought leadership pieces and

Chamber experts each focus on change – of

popular Meet the Team feature, with respective

the climate kind – assessing in great depth the

new looks.

impact of the recent COP-26 summit, and what
the resolutions passed in Glasgow mean for the

Ultimately, though, for all the changes, things
have stayed the way they were.
The magazine retains the same in-depth

North East, the UK and the wider world.
The eagle-eyed among you, though, will have

expert knowledge and insight, it continues

already noticed further change, for this edition

to act as a vehicle that champions Chamber

carries a significantly different look and feel to

members and it remains committed to setting

that of its predecessors.

out courses for businesses – and the wider

After ten issues of CONTACT in its new guise,
we wanted to freshen things up, from both an

region’s – future successes.
After all, some things will never change.
Thank you to everyone who has contributed

editorial and design perspective.

to this edition, and to our partners and

And we felt it was no better time to do
so, with the North East England Chamber of
Commerce going through its own evolution.

advertisers who continue to support CONTACT.
Your backing is very much appreciated.

Since our last edition, the Chamber has
appointed a new chief executive, with John

I hope you enjoy this issue.

McCabe taking over from James Ramsbotham,

Steven
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WELCOME

Adapting to meet
ever-changing needs
Making face-to-face connections again;
celebrating businesses’ awards success;
welcoming a new chief executive; planning for
the future as the Chamber’s longest-serving
president; and analysing latest Economic
Survey results and what they mean for
regional business performance
and confidence

with a recently appointed chair and chief executive.
My election for a third year means I’m the longest-serving
president in the North East England Chamber’s history… what a
fantastic honour! Thank you for supporting me in my role and to
the Chamber too.
Unfortunately, James Ramsbotham was absent from the AGM
owing to a bereavement.
He was so disappointed to miss the event, as he really wanted
to close his time at the Chamber with a personal message to
everyone.
We recently delivered our quarter two Economic Survey
results for 2021 to members.
These are produced in association with Durham University
Business School, and act as an important barometer of business
concerns and performance.
This latest survey shows there are some green shoots coming
through, alongside some challenges, and our policy team, as

Lesley Moody
President
@aesgroup_Lesley

always, have carefully analysed a range of statistics to assess how
our region is performing.
Employment data is one of these important sources of
information. In the last figures, job vacancies were shown to have
hit a 20-year high.
However, in the North East, there is a risk that staff and skill

Welcome to this edition of CONTACT, keeping you up-to-date

shortages could stall our region’s economic recovery, so we

with what the Chamber is doing on your behalf, from high-

are looking to the Government to create temporary migration

profile campaigns to practical support and networking events.

routes for overseas workers to support businesses with staffing

When I last wrote, we were still meeting remotely, and it’s
been great to start getting together face-to-face again with
members.
We’ve had a number of successful large and small member
events.
The first larger event was our Chamber Business Awards

headline figures masked some serious issues affecting members.
Disruption to supply chains is a particular problem, affecting

many business success stories, was one to remember, and you

obtain materials to retailers running out of products.

won Business of the Year, and well done to category winners
Recovery4Life, Signpost, Pearson Engineering, Battlesteads

The causes of this are myriad, but Brexit, staff shortages,
ongoing COVID-19 isolation rules and global logistics issues are
all contributing factors.
Before I close, I’d like to pay tribute to James for his fantastic

Hotel and Everflow, which represented our region in the recent

hard work and commitment, to our members and the region,

national British Chambers of Commerce Business Awards.

and for his leadership of the organisation for the past 15 years.

We heard so many fantastic stories from our finalists at the

Over that time, the Chamber has gone from strength-to-

cathedral, and at our annual Inspiring Females conference at

strength and has built a great team that works tirelessly on

Beamish Hall Hotel, in September.

behalf of members.

The key speakers were truly inspirational.
We heard more fantastic examples last month, when our
Inspiring Females Awards shone a spotlight on the fantastic
examples of North East female entrepreneurship and business
acumen.
You can read more about the event on pages 58 to 61 in this
edition.
In October, we held our AGM, another face-to-face event with
a great turnout, where we reviewed the past 12 months and
looked forward to the next year with our new chief executive
John McCabe.
During the AGM, I was delighted to be elected as your
president for a further year, to help to ensure continuity working

8

their performance over the last three months, although the

all parts of our economy, from manufacturers struggling to

Special congratulations go to Great North Air Ambulance, who

LESLEY MOODY MBE

Statistics from employers’ views were also analysed, and I’m
pleased to say businesses did, on the whole, continue to improve

ceremony, in Durham Cathedral. The afternoon, celebrating so
can read more about it in this edition.

PRESIDENT’S
NOTE

difficulties.

The close relationship between James and Chamber staff was
such that at his leaving lunch celebration, he called them his
‘family’, and I know that word was not chosen lightly.
We all know James’ shoes are not easy to fill, but I’m delighted
to have John as our new chief executive.
With his substantial track record, he is the perfect person to
help the Chamber grow and adapt to help us deliver and meet
members’ needs.
I think it’s fair to say, John has hit the ground running, and we
already have a great working relationship.
Thank you again for electing me for a further year, one in
which I’m looking forward to working with John to support you,
our members, and the region.
9
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LATEST NEWS

NEWS

Park View site, and a sister base in

TECHNOLOGY

Washington, are expected to move into
the Newcastle hub in 2027.

Your curated guide to the latest news,
views, trends and technologies shaping the
economic and business landscape of the
North East

Councillor Nick Forbes, leader of
Newcastle City Council, hailed the
announcement as “fantastic news for

Emirates’ planes
have returned
to Newcastle
International Airport
after an enforced
absence during the
pandemic

Newcastle and anyone who has a stake
in the success of the city centre”.
He said: “Having a new development
for 9000 workers in the heart of the city
will be great for transport operators,

but bring huge social value to the city
as it continues to be transformed after
the pandemic.”
Jim Harra, HMRC’s chief executive

presence in Newcastle and the wider
DEVELOPMENT

Huge 9000-job
HMRC Newcastle
office agreement
a ‘fantastic’ deal

Thousands of civil service roles are
moving to a city centre after bosses
agreed a major office deal.
HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC)
is switching to Newcastle’s Pilgrim’s
Quarter.
Officials say around 9000 staff will be

North East.
“Signing the lease for the new
regional centre is a clear demonstration
of our commitment to the area, its
economy and our employees.”
Steve Barclay, chancellor of the
Duchy of Lancaster, added: “Moving

based at the nine-storey development,

9000 staff into one city centre site

which will sit as part of the Government

will deliver fantastic footfall for local

Hub network and operate as the largest

businesses while also making the

of HMRC’s 13 regional centres.

Government property estate greener

Workers from HMRC’s existing Benton

and more efficient.”

helping thwart terror plots has
secured a contract worth more than
Sedgefield’s Kromek Group is

AVIATION

supplying detection equipment to a

Blue ribbon Emirates’ Dubai route
‘will return to daily service’

and first permanent secretary, said:
“HMRC has had a longstanding

A technology firm known for

$17 million.

retailers and the hospitality trade.
“It will not only boost our economy

NETPark’s Kromek
secures $17 million
agreement

US-based international operator.
It says the seven-year deal follows
progression of a development
programme announced late last
year, which saw NETPark-based

A flagship service connecting the North East with the Middle East will return to

Kromek provide a cadmium zinc

daily operations in the aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic, a carrier boss has

telluride-based (CZT) detector

said.

solution that helped its client

Richard Jewsbury, Emirates’ UK divisional vice president, told CONTACT he
“expects” a resumption of pre-health crisis flight levels between Newcastle

identify contaminants during
production processes.
The firm says CZT detectors

International Airport and Dubai “will happen” again soon.
Daily services on the blue ribbon route were a staple of the airport’s itinerary
but were grounded when the pandemic struck.
Flights resumed in October, in the form of four weekly services but Richard, who
revealed the airline is committed to “building back” alongside airport chiefs to

enable higher quality of imaging
with the ability for more accurate
and reliable identification of
materials.
Dr Arnab Basu, Kromek chief

deliver “good times ahead”, says he believes that number could quickly rise.
He said: “Pre COVID-19, we had a daily Dubai flight and that is what we want to

executive, said: “Our customer is
dedicated to introducing best-

get back to – and expect to get back to.
“It’s a timing issue, but it remains the ambition and I’m sure we will get there.”

of-breed solutions in their next-

Graeme Mason, the airport’s planning and corporate affairs director, added: “The

generation products to ensure we

Dubai service was a game-changer for the North East when it arrived in 2007.

can live healthier and safer lives.
“We anticipate developing

“It put this region on the global route map, and its return complements
fantastically our other hub connections, which include British Airways into

further products to support their

Heathrow and our new link to Frankfurt with Lufthansa.”

ambitions.”

TECHNOLOGY

Ben eyes Euro glory in contest
An office equipment support firm’s service manager is flying the flag for Britain in a crosscontinent competition. Ben Fletcher, of Gateshead-based SOS Group, has reached the final of
the European Kyocera Service Awards. The 39-year-old will take on contemporaries in a mix
Officials say HM
Revenue and Customs’
move to a new office at
Newcastle’s Pilgrim’s
Quarter will provide a
significant economic
and social boost to the
city centre

10

of skills tests and questions on Kyocera products and service quality to be crowned European
champion. And he’s hoping to go one better than 2015, when he got to the final but was
pipped at the post. Ben said: “Last time was a very positive experience, and I hope I can go on
to win this time.” The competition was due to take place online – owing to COVID-19 restrictions
– as CONTACT went to print. George Young, SOS Group director, added: “Our clients know
SOS Group service manager Ben Fletcher

Ben’s technical skills and software knowledge are excellent, but it’s great to see external
appreciation too.”
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EDUCATION

HEALTHCARE

DIGITAL

Training provider unveils
plans to stay on upward curve

Trust embarks
on venture to
improve health
and wellbeing

New partnership aims
to bolster performance

A County Durham-headquartered
training provider has revealed plans to

ongoing move to the town.

Newcastle-headquartered whyaye is working with Helsinki’s HappySignals.

Brenda McLeish, chief executive,

create almost 1000 jobs in a UK-wide

said: “We wouldn’t be the successful

expansion.

business we are without the dedicated

Learning Curve Group wants to

A digital operator has formed a Finnish alliance to improve user experiences.

staff that work hard, day-in-day-out,

increase its headcount to more than

to transform lives.” To support its

1500 by 2025. The operator, based

growth plans, the organisation last

on the outskirts of Spennymoor, also

month announced the acquisition of

plans to open a new skills hub every

Cardiff-based Motivational Preparation

year following the recent unveiling

College for Training, which bosses say

of a Business Academy in Darlington,

will complement its existing academy

which it says will support the Treasury’s

provision.

Bosses say the partnership will help the firms align IT systems and processes to
An NHS trust has launched a new
strategy to improve individuals’
health and wellbeing.
Our Community Promise, unveiled
by Northumbria Healthcare NHS
Foundation Trust, aims to “go beyond
day-to-day care and tackle the wider
factors that affect the happiness and
healthiness of communities”.
Officials say the venture is based
on six key pillars relating to factors
that fuel health inequalities – poverty,
employment, education, economy,
the environment and wellbeing.
Sir James Mackey, Northumbria
Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust
chief executive, said: “Healthcare
is the essence of what we do, with
a focus on constantly pushing the
boundaries in relation to innovation
and improving patient and staff
experience.
“We want to take responsibility for
the positive impact we can have as
the region – and country – works to
recover from the effects of COVID-19.
“And we don’t want this to be
about buzzwords or airy concepts,
so we will set out clearly what our
communities can expect from us and
how we want to try to support them.

FINANCE

MHA Tait Walker
salutes record year
as deals top
£100 million
An accountancy and advisory firm

optimise user outcomes and personnel performance.
Maureen Robson Norman, whyaye chief executive, said: “We believe in using a
collaborative, transparent and honest approach to achieve real results.
“Working with HappySignals will give us a deeper insight into user experiences and
this will enable us to drive change more effectively throughout the businesses we
support – and embed new ways of working into the DNA of organisations.”
Sami Kallio, HappySignals’ chief executive and co-founder, added: “We need
partners who are engaged and can dive deep into the experiences of end users and
help manage customer outcomes.
“Our truly collaborative approach will bring happiness to many customers.”

is celebrating another record year
after smashing the £100 million deal
barrier.
MHA Tait Walker says its corporate

Maureen Robson
Norman, whyaye chief
executive

finance team hit the landmark
following a flurry of activity that
delivered its busiest 12 months in
almost a decade.
Bosses say it is the second
consecutive year the company –
which has offices in Newcastle,
Morpeth, Durham City and Thornaby,
near Stockton – has secured record
growth, after closing 2020 with £100
million worth of deals.
Steve Plaskitt, corporate finance
partner, said: “It is through our clients’
growth and successes that we have
been able to similarly perform
strongly.”

“Each pillar has a series of tangible
and meaningful actions we will
formally commit to, as well as
measuring and reporting on the
outcomes.”

LEISURE

Flutter hails safe bet with £400 million Tombola deal
Sunderland online bingo firm Tombola has been sold for more

Tombola employs more than 700 staff, with its suite of bingo

Power and Betfair operator Flutter Entertainment.

and roulette games attracting around 400,000 players every

The sale – valued at £402 million – is expected to be completed
Brenda McLeish,
Learning Curve Group
chief executive

12

Based on Sunderland’s Low Street, next to the River Wear,

than £400 million. The firm has been snapped up by Paddy

early next year. Flutter Entertainment, which also includes the

month.
According to results for the financial year to the end of April

PokerStars brand, said it is “delighted to add the UK’s premier

2021, the firm – founded by Phil Cronin – generated pro forma

bingo brand to the group”.

revenue of £164 million.
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UKSE’s Peter Taylor,
left, is pictured with
Hopefields Education’s
Alison Laws and Emily
Greenhalgh, and
students Lia, Maisie
and Lewis

NEWS

HEALTH

FINANCE

Endeavour aims to
support construction
workers’ mental
health

No barrier to growth as grant
fuels expansion plans
International navy contracts are on the radar of an outfitting and industrial
services contractor after it received financial support.
Barrier Architectural Services, based in Wynyard, near Stockton, aims to support
British, Canadian and Australian operations.

A consultancy has been launched to help

It also plans to add five staff to its 44-strong team, buy business software and

construction sector SMEs support workers’

use new IT and security systems.

mental health. Happy Workspace Co aims

The blueprint comes after the business, which provides architectural,

to provide businesses with new strategies

insulation, façade cladding, design, procurement and installation services, was

to aid staff wellbeing while reducing

awarded a £40,150 grant through the Tees Valley Business Growth Fund.

employee turnover and absenteeism and

EDUCATION

It accessed the cash, which is part-funded by the European Regional

increasing collaboration and productivity.

Group to grow after
UKSE cash support

Development Fund, through the Tees Valley Combined Authority, with support

Created by health and nutrition

from Middlesbrough-based business consultancy Nudl.

coaches, and former recruitment and

Tony Scott, Barrier’s commercial director, said: “We applied for funding because

communications executives Karen LoboMorell and Natalie Guyan, the endeavour,

An organisation helping youngsters with special educational needs is looking

based in Norton, near Stockton, pledges

ahead to a brighter future following a cash injection. Hopefields Education CIC

to put “compassion, community,

has received £10,000 from UKSE.

collaboration and communication at the

The body, which is a Tata Steel business support subsidiary, has provided
Hopefields with £2500 to help buy IT equipment, and a further £7500 to
Based in Thornaby, near Stockton, Hopefields is a non-profit alternative

Karen said: “Wellbeing is not just about
“It is about taking a deep health

education and support provider, led by directors Emily Greenhalgh and Alison

approach that looks at employees’

Laws.

physical, mental, emotional,

Emily, who is also head of teaching and learning, said: “Our move to a new
location will give us 12 times the floor space, enabling us to provide purpose-

environmental, social and financial needs.
“Being a male-dominated industry,

built classrooms and a community hub with space for painting, woodworking,

construction creates an environment

sculpture, specialist study and meetings.

which is challenging for men to speak up

“We are also very grateful to UKSE for the funds to help equip our computer

about mental health problems.
“We currently have a situation where

suite.”
Peter Taylor, of Redcar-based UKSE, added: “Supporting community
organisations working in our steel areas is an important part of our operation.
“We need to invest in our young people and Hopefields Education is doing a

two construction workers take their lives
every day, and this has to be addressed
through effective workplace wellbeing
strategies.”

great job.”

Sunderland’s Just Travel Cover has worked
with InsurTechCPP UK to help reunite
travellers with lost luggage

constraints of Brexit and the pandemic impacting them.
“We formed a great informal relationship with the Nudl team, which gave us
confidence that we could leave our interests in their hands.”
Annmarie Antunes, Nudl’s operations manager, added: “We thoroughly enjoyed

heart of wellbeing strategies”.
putting a yoga class on at lunchtime.

support its move to larger premises.

we wanted to implement our growth plans without the potential financial

working with the team at Barrier; we can’t wait to watch as the business grows
TECHNOLOGY

throughout the world.”

Just Travel Cover
reveals ‘first of kind’
baggage tracker
A travel insurance provider has worked
with a product developer to ease air
passengers’ missing luggage woes.
Sunderland’s Just Travel Cover has
partnered with InsurTech CPP UK to
launch Smart Luggage, which it says
is a “first of its kind in the UK” tracking
service. It says the system offers
passengers real-time support through
text messages when their luggage goes
missing.
Andrew Jackson, Just Travel Cover

TECHNOLOGY

managing director, said: “Overseas

Satago rolls out
service to speed up
firms’ payments

A tech firm providing accounting and

better cashflow and a healthier cash

holidays fell by approximately 79 per

bookkeeping support has launched a

balance.

cent in 2020 but the appetite remains;

new service that promises to help small
businesses get paid faster.
Satago has unveiled Satago Lite, which

your cash balance – automation also
saves you time, reduces stress levels

indeed, more than a third of the people
we surveyed have booked for next year.
“After months of restrictions, complex

it says will help companies “bounce

and helps to improve relationships with

claim processes and travel disruption like

back” from the pandemic by automating

clients.

never before, the stress of losing luggage

credit control processes and improving
cashflow.
Sinead McHale, Satago chief
executive, said: “Fewer debtor days mean
14

“But it doesn’t just help you to increase

“Satago Lite is our contribution
to helping businesses bounce back after

is the last thing passengers need.
“With Smart Luggage, lost belongings

multiple lockdowns and 18 months of

don’t need to be another obstacle to

reduced trading.”

passengers fully enjoying their travels.”

Nudl operations
manager Annmarie
Antunes, with
Barrier Architectural
Services’ commercial
director Tony Scott and
the firm’s operations
director Graham Fuller
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A D V E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : E D U C AT I O N PA R T N E R S H I P N O R T H E A S T

FUTURISTIC TRAINING KEY TO DEVELOPING
NEXT GENERATION SKILLS

passionate about,” says Ellen.
“There can be little doubt that IT, and the enhanced
capability it provides, is cutting through almost every industry,
from healthcare to communications, and engineering to
architecture.
“And that means that every young person who leaves school,

Today, tomorrow’s leaders are learning skills of the future at Education Partnership North East
(EPNE), a dynamic partnership between Sunderland College, Hartlepool Sixth Form College and
Northumberland College. With more than £90 million invested across the group’s facilities in the
last six years, and more to come, CONTACT speaks to chief executive Ellen Thinnesen about how
the North East’s largest regional group is working to stay one step ahead of industry to ensure
students leave with the skills and experience to drive the future economy

college or university has to be a digital citizen ready to utilise
tech in whatever sector they move in to; equally our adult
students need to keep pace with digital developments in the
workplace too.
“This is why we embed digital into our training so students
leave us digitally equipped and can apply these skills within
their chosen industry.
“And we also use tech to enhance the quality of our training.
“At Sunderland College, we’ll soon be opening a new
immersive space – part of a £3 million capital programme – that
will simulate a range of digital environments to enable our
T Level students to train in a space that, for instance, might feel
like a factory or a hospital.

Walk around any of Education

the most aspirational learning

feel like a real work environment,” says

Partnership North East’s (EPNE)

environment possible – but for the

chief executive Ellen Thinnesen, who

six campuses, and you will see

most part, the changes taking place

has been at the helm of the college

transformational development projects

across the college’s estate have been

group since 2016.

underway.

driven by a desire to deliver the most

“And that’s critical. We want students

Perhaps the most telling signs of the group being focused on
the future are recent investments in spaces that will support
the development of emerging eco-systems within the North

advanced training available, that will

to get the most authentic training

Northumberland in the north of the

drive future-focused skills to help level

possible – whether they’re studying for

region, to Hartlepool in the south – there

up the region.

a technical qualification or an academic

needed to support Nissan EV36Zero, a £1 billion electric vehicle

route.

eco-system that will create and secure thousands of jobs across

Across all its sites – spanning

have been significant programmes of
investment.
Some have been cosmetic – creating

“When visitors see our resources, they
often comment on how business-like
our campuses are – how the facilities

“Further education should prepare
them for their next career steps.

East.
The college is set to play a key role in driving the skills base

the region.
EPNE has secured £1.3 million to deliver improved facilities

“We can only do that if we not only

at Sunderland College’s City Campus, that will allow the group

prepare them for the industry of today,

to deliver training around green technology, ensuring the skills

but for the changes that are coming

pipeline is strong.

down the line.
“And that means tight relationships

Ellen says: “We are really passionate about the role education
can play in the economic development of this region, and we’ve

with employers, so we are absolutely on

recently been working with Ford Next Generation Learning

top of what’s changing – and indeed,

(NGL), Edge Foundation and the North East Local Enterprise

moving in lockstep with emerging

Partnership to embed new approaches to teaching that have

trends that are disrupting industry, so

transformed outcomes in Nashville, in the US, and that we

we adapt our training in a really agile

know can do the same for us in the North East.

way.
“We are deeply focused on the labour

“The approach relies on those close working relationships
with local employers and community partners and experiential

market – we have to understand how

learning, and that’s what we will be developing to support the

it is going to change in the North

region’s EV hub and ensure that Envision AESC – the company

East and what the requirements of

that is leading the development of a £450 million gigafactory to

businesses will be, so we can ensure the

drive EV36Zero – has the skills base it needs to drive the growth

talent pipeline we create is absolutely

of automotive in the future.”

aligned.”
Among the areas of focus at EPNE is
delivering digitally-enhanced learning –
using technology to take training to the

And, just as EPNE will be at the cutting-edge of advanced

and upskill local people to create innovative factory-built
new homes, the first of which will be assembled at Riverside
Sunderland.
Ellen adds: “HICSA is really innovative.
“Just like Nissan EV36Zero, this is about powering the green
revolution, that we know will create sustainable opportunities
for our young people, as well as advancing the agenda of the
region – and indeed the country – when it comes to building
homes using modern methods of construction that are faster to
construct and deliver exemplary quality and energy efficiency
standards.
“This is about future-proofing our young people and
supporting existing employees – ensuring they have the skills
that will power the economy of tomorrow and we’re thrilled to
be able to advance this important agenda and play a part in
building a green future for our region.
“Today, we’re thinking about tomorrow, trying to stay one
step ahead and absolutely focused on the industries that will
prosper – and the skills they will need – in the future.
“Our role is to ensure that it is our students who are able to
step forward and be the leaders of tomorrow, thanks to the
skills they’re developing right now at EPNE.”

manufacturing of cars, the group is also set to blaze a trail
when it comes to skills for modern methods of construction.
Sunderland City Council, EPNE and the Ministry of Building

next level and keep pace with the speed

Innovation and Education have secured funding from the

at which it is permeating every single

Government’s Levelling Up Fund that will see the development

sector.

of a Housing Innovation and Construction Skills Academy

“This is something we’re really
16

“We want it to feel authentic, and to bridge the gap between
education and industry.”

(HICSA), a groundbreaking facility that will educate, train

Education Partnership North East
www.educationpartnershipne.ac.uk
employers@educationpartnershipne.ac.uk
0300 770 1000
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John McCabe makes the final decision
on the location for this interview and
accompanying photography.
31 The Quay, he says, epitomises good
business.
Situated in the final block on North
Shields’ quay, at the edge of the River
Tyne on Smith Dock, the glass-fronted
restaurant offers an array of locallysourced food in an area John once knew
like the back of his hand, as did his
father before him.
“It shows the values of good business,”
says John, who is a frequent visitor with
wife Kate.
“They’ve kept going through the last
18 months, kept all the staff during
lockdown, paid the living wage,
created employment and development
opportunities for young local people,
with front-of-house and kitchen
apprenticeships, and they provide an
exceptional product and service.
“The owners understand that has to
John McCabe, chief executive					

North East England Chamber of Commerce

be at the heart of good business and,
furthermore, they are committed to
diversity and equality.

A BLUEPRINT
FOR THE FUTURE

“If we’re looking at industry as a whole,
those values have to be the same.”
The area of North Shields where
our chat takes place is unrecognisable
from the streets where John spent his
formative years.
He knows every business’ story around
these parts, his knowledge and interest
in the Shields business community and
restaurants stretching back to the whiff
of Welch’s toffee-making factory when
he was a child.
“I haven’t lived here for more than 30

A former Chamber president, John McCabe officially began as North East England Chamber

years but still consider it home,” he says.

of Commerce chief executive in October. He arrived from Blyth’s Fusion PR Creative where, as

they’ve done; this is a fabulous area now

founder and managing director, he worked with many public and private sector organisations

– derelict industrial land transformed

to support their growth and diversification. Having started his career in public relations with

George Clarke-designed houses, new

Northumbrian Water at 17, John moved to further communications roles with Transco and

down from the fish quays, with
apartments and businesses.
“Like so many places, it has gone

Newcastle Building Society. Later in his career, he met Prime Ministers in Number 10 Downing

through difficult periods and needs

Street as corporate affairs director at Ashington-based Alcan during a 12-year fight, which also

attention, but it has so much going for

involved the Scottish Parliament, European Commission and the EU, to keep the firm’s regional
base open. Now, as he settles into his role as chief executive, John speaks to Colin Young about
his vision for the Chamber and how its future in a post-pandemic, Brexit world will be shaped by
his experiences.
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“It’s wonderful when you see what

it.”
For change in North Shields, read
change on John’s CV.
Having taken over from James
Ramsbotham as chief executive in
October, he is keen to build on his
19
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felt keenly.
Chamber members have not been
shy in voicing their disapproval around
the Government’s response to COVID-19
and the UK’s departure from the
EU, particularly since the new Brexit
regulations took effect on businesses
across the region.
In a Brexit survey of members,
revealed in July, 75 per cent of exporters
said Britain’s EU divorce had delivered
a negative, or very negative, impact on
operations.
John, though, wants to do more than
wave a fist at the Government.
He knows from his dealings with Tony
Blair, Gordon Brown and David Cameron
that Prime Ministers and their advisors
prefer those that come with solutions.
“You go back to the first principles of
the Chamber,” he says.
“The Chamber is member-led, so
predecessor’s dynamic leadership that

the vast majority of the work it does is

put the Chamber at the forefront of

because the members are telling us that

British business.

is what they need us to do and we’re

“I saw upfront how effective James
was and the energy he brought to the

“I’m interested in exploring with

role, so there’s definitely that to build

members how we can also be

on,” says John.

an agenda-leading organisation,

“But this is an opportunity to maintain
the values the Chamber has had for 200
years, and those which James brought

championing causes that return value to
our businesses and economy.
“I think there’s a space for a Chamber

to it over 15 years, while renewing and

that advocates and is a regional

refreshing them because the Chamber

champion for good businesses, but it

has to remain relevant.

can’t just be advocacy for the sake of

“The Chamber would have been
renewed and refreshed with James in

doing it.
“I know from my dealings with the

it, of course. He constantly changed and

Government through Alcan that when

adapted throughout his time in post.

you offer practical solutions, rather than

“And I’m looking forward to putting
my imprint on the role.
“You are who you are, and nobody is
going to look at me and expect me to be
a carbon copy of James.
“He’s been incredibly generous, and

just saying, ‘we need help’, people listen.
“We need to be seen by the
Government as a region that offers
solutions.
“That’s why I’m keen to explore
with members what role they see

I’m really pleased he’s going to remain

the Chamber providing as regional

active in the region with Newcastle

advocates.

Building Society because we need
energetic, visionary people like James.”
31 The Quay is also a fitting location
for it sits at the entrance to the Tyne and,
therefore, UK trade.
The river and the tankers still roll past,
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going to effect change on their behalf.

“Do they look to the Chamber to
provide that regional leadership? That is
the fundamental question.
“We must offer solutions to the issues
we face in the North East.
“We’re not looking to influence

but the docks of the North East are a

policy on behalf of the Chamber; we’re

very different destination now and the

looking to influence policy on behalf of

implications of Brexit are being

members.”
21
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That’s great, but putting money into
infrastructure that doesn’t then deliver
a benefit is putting money in just for the
sake of it.
Which brings us to the second part of

F E AT U R E - J O H N M c C A B E

youngsters take their first steps into
work.
As a trustee of the Princes Trust
and Millfield House Foundation, we’re
working with strategic partners to fund

levelling-up, which, for me, is all about

work on policy around poverty and social

people and opportunity.

exclusion and are in a position to do

For example, building a new
motorway is fantastic, but does it give

something.
Good economies are built on good

people access to better jobs and further

businesses and good businesses have to

opportunities?

be doing the right things by extending

We’ve got big infrastructure projects

their workforces, and addressing

that have been developed in this region

equality, inclusion, diversity and social

and can still be developed further, but

mobility.

they must be for the purpose of levellingup for people and opportunities.
This is where the Chamber can play
a really important role because it has

The Chamber is doing great work
with the Women’s Leadership Forum
and through its RED Commission
(Race, Ethnicity and Discrimination).

that regional presence and regional

This work is all committee-led

substance across its members, from

and receiving input from a more

small independents, all the way up to

diverse range of business leaders,

multi-national listed firms on the world

who are influencing change in their

opportunity to reach their full potential,

stage.

organisations and giving them a voice.

which means for a lot of people,
supporting them through aspects of

We aim to lead by example on our

basis, so there’s an opportunity to lead

forum; people like Alix Bolton, of

their life – whether that’s a physical,

region’s response to climate change.

that change and make the case to

Northumbrian Water, who is chair,

mental or health problem, or the

the Government based on facts and

Aneela Ali, from LNER, and Nagma

after-effects of COVID-19, which is a

worked with members to share best

evidence.

Ebanks-Beni, from Prima Cheese; they

great example of where this issue has

practice on creating sustainability

are all affecting change in their own

accelerated.

strategies, implementing changes,

That is who we represent on a regional

Brexit

We have strong leaders in the

recognise the vote has happened, and

to them.”

Good work

Mental health

Good businesses are built through the
hard work and ingenuity of good people.

SHAPING
NEW
FUTURES
How John aims to support
members in 2022 and
beyond

This is where two worlds collide,

members are telling us.

personally and professionally, for me.

Being a good leader means
recognising the contributions made by

It’s hugely important.

those people across the organisation to

I have experience of it and fortunately

ensure its success.
It is, therefore, incumbent upon those

Our region also has the opportunity to
lead in areas such as battery technology
and electric vehicles, renewable energy
and retrofitting.
And following the COP-26 conference
in November, we will be campaigning for
investment to build on the North East’s

significant impact on their businesses,

at the time I had very understanding

We must demonstrate why levelling-up

and there are various things they’re

employers who were probably ahead

leaders to ensure their colleagues and

green infrastructure to meet our net-zero

in the North East will deliver benefits for

telling us they would like in terms of

of their time in terms of appreciating

employees feel valued, trusted and

targets, as well as creating new jobs and

UK plc.

what the new arrangements look like,

mental health in the workplace

supported.

allowing the North East to contribute to

which we are campaigning on.

and the support of people with

It’s not just about saying we need a
hand up or hand out, it’s about saying,

We’ll continue to make the case on

‘work with us, commit to something and

behalf of our members but in doing that

we’ll show you the benefits of what that

we can’t just say, ‘this is terrible, please

will be’.

help’.

I haven’t yet seen a consistent

We must define what that help looks

similar experiences.
We’ll support any employee so they
can continue doing their jobs.

Not only do we have a moral duty to

the UK’s economic recovery.

look after those who work for us, we
have an economic one too.
People employed in ‘good’ jobs are

As we come to the end of another

more motivated, loyal and productive;

challenging year, I would like to wish

for business, and we should not be

making our businesses more successful

all our members the very best of luck
for 2022.

Mental health is an important issue

articulation from the Government as to

like and what would help members

losing people doing good work just

and in turn supporting the prosperity of

what levelling-up means. Personally, I

because that’s then going to contribute

because they have a mental health

our regional economy.

think it means two things...

to UK plc.

problem; the same as we wouldn’t if

If we want North East England to fulfil

I also want to thank you all for your
continued fantastic support of the

I want to see Chamber members

they had a physical health problem that

its true potential we must invest in our

Chamber, and I look forward to meeting

infrastructure, and if you look at this

work more closely with the talent pool

does not necessarily prevent them from

workforce, reward people fairly, commit

you soon in the new year.

Prime Minister’s history, he likes big

being nurtured in the region to help

doing their job.

to lifelong training and support the

Have a very Merry Christmas.

projects.

companies fill workforce voids and help

wellbeing of our employees.

We have definitely earned it.

One part is investment in

22

efforts in a post-Brexit world reflect what

it is complicated, that it is having a

ensure businesses in the North East play
their role in tackling climate change.

we have to make sure our campaigning

And what they are telling us is that

As part of this strategy, we have

measuring progress and success to

organisations, so we have to be relevant

Going forward, it’s important we

Levelling-up

Climate change

We have to give people the
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BRINGING ORDER OUT OF CHAOS
Award-winning occupational health services provider Recovery4Life’s specialist testing and risk
management strategies have played a pivotal role in helping businesses and individuals navigate
the COVID-19 pandemic. Here, chief executive John Devitt reflects on the past year and shares his
predictions for the coming year and ways to protect your business operations in 2022

exhausted. Public services are dealing with a tsunami of mental

physical health experts on top of all the associated HR and risk

health problems and substance misuse made worse by a huge

management issues that arise with running a business during a

backlog in addressing physical health conditions.

health crisis.

Our advice is simple.
Establish a health and wellbeing programme that addresses
the wider health risks in the business, particularly when it comes
to employee mental health.
A good workplace mental health provider should be able to

support to wider occupational health

have been marred with fear and

services, came up with a carefully

with Teesside International Airport, where

economic uncertainty on a national and

thought out plan, which set out

we have engaged in testing to help get

international scale.

targets to:

the region moving again.
“We are also pleased to have

The pandemic has presented
employers from all over the UK with a

• Apply the risk management principles

supported large events run by NEPIC, the

myriad of new challenges arising from

and systems Recovery4Life developed

Entrepreneurs’ Forum and the Tees Valley

the associated health risks of COVID-19

for managing ‘people-risks’ around

Business Club with their viral controls for

and the financial implications of several

medications, substances and the

events, without any incidents or COVID-19

lockdowns.

impact of poor mental health in the

break-outs.”

Additionally, the virus remains highly

workplace
LOOKING FORWARD

active and new mutations such as the
Omicron strain impose an unspoken yet

• Use its clinical expertise to follow and

ever present threat of further restrictions

monitor research on the lifecycle of the

COVID-19 poses as greater risk as ever,

and even national lockdowns.

virus and international responses to it –

particularly with Christmas just around

particularly from South Korea, Taiwan,

the corner and a new year set to dawn.

Luckily, multi award-winning
occupational health provider

New Zealand, Iceland, Greece and

Recovery4Life is on hand to help.

Germany – and WHO guidance

So, how can employers feel confident
in their ability to protect themselves and
their businesses going into 2022?

For context, in February 2020,
Recovery4Life became early adopters

• Identify emerging testing technologies

There are three key issues, says John,

of COVID-19 testing and started the

and see how clinical testing could be

which will come to the forefront next

development of its now award-winning

applied in a workplace setting

year.
They are:

COVID-19 risk management processes.
This was done in response to numerous

• Identify key areas of workplace

urgent requests for help from the North

transmission management inside and

East business community, at a time when

outside of Recovery4Life’s control

Chief executive John Devitt says: “In

Non-viral health risks resulting from
COVID-19
Unfortunately, COVID-19 isn’t going to
disappear overnight.

very little was understood about the virus.
• Identify and employ a specialist

The emergence of the Omicron variant

response to what was to become the

in infectious diseases to provide

did not come as a surprise as, by its very

pandemic, we started looking at how

clinical oversight, information and

nature, COVID-19 will continue to mutate,

we could support both the operational

the latest updates/research to

and we are likely to see the emergence of

continuity and the health and wellbeing

inform the development of COVID-19

more variants with increasing resistance

of our clients at a time of emerging crisis.

testing programmes, and provide

to the vaccine.

“With so little known about the virus,

risk management specialists with

We simply do not know how long

shortages of PPE and health equipment,

clinical information to develop a risk

COVID-19 will be with us – and in one

growing fears as the death rate rose,

management framework for the UK’s

form or another, it might always be.

and pressures on the health service –

workplaces

from the Government (with a stated

What we do know is that regardless of
which viral strain is most persistent at any

compounded by confused messaging
John says: “I am proud to say

one time, through vaccination, testing,

policy of encouraging herd

that businesses across sectors from

and physical/environmental controls, we

immunity) – our clients faced

manufacturing, engineering and

can prevent the spread of the virus and

unprecedented challenges.”

technology to leisure and retail services

minimise operational disruption.

John reveals its team, which has
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“A good example of this is our work

It is fair to say the past two years

have received guidance that has helped

However, after two years of COVID-19,

expertise across the medical spectrum,

them continue operating while staff

and associated restrictions, it is fair to say

from psychotherapy and addiction

remain safe.

many people are mentally and physically

help you address everything from the common cultural issues
that can arise from working through a pandemic, right through to
the more complex case-by-case issues.
While we understand that occupational health providers that
actually offer mental health treatment are rare, a triage into
public mental health services might take a very long time.
If your occupational health provider does not offer effective
mental health treatment services, then we can help you.

This is where your occupational health provider should be your
main point of contact and support.
So, perhaps the most important piece of advice is to make sure
you use your occupational health provider properly.
The best commercial responses we have seen to managing the
pandemic are proactive, not reactive.
To achieve a proactive and effective response to the pandemic,
and the associated emerging long-term health conditions, you
should make sure your provider, or in-house team, is up to the job
and abreast of the research.
Now, more than ever, there is a need for occupational health
services that take a proactive approach, not just to support
transmission in the workplace, but also in how to support
employees with long-COVID-19 conditions and any associated

KEEP TO THE BASICS – VACCINATIONS, TESTING AND PHYSICAL
CONTROLS

mental health issues.
A good occupational health provider will do more than just
identify an issue, they will work to help you resolve it in an

If there has been one constant throughout the pandemic, it’s that
instituting an effective COVID-19 testing programme is one of the
best decisions you can make.
While the rollout of the vaccines has been a major achievement

understandable and actionable way.
If you find that your occupational health provision isn’t meeting
your needs, or you simply don’t have any in place, we’d be pleased
to help.

– particularly in reducing the death rates and risk of serious illness
– the vaccine will not stop transmission and is not guaranteed to

A FINAL NOTE

protect against Omicron or other variants.
We believe testing will remain essential throughout 2021.

Our mission has always been to bring order out of chaos – and the

The good news, though, is that COVID-19 testing technologies

belief that if you know what you are dealing with, you can deal

are better than ever, tests are more widely available than ever, and
they are constantly evolving and improving.
We would also strongly recommend you continue to stick to
workplace physical/environmental controls, with the hands, face
and space mantra remaining as important as ever.
When combined with a regular COVID-19 testing programme,
this approach has been proven to be highly effective.
That said, the COVID-19 testing market is saturated with poor
quality and even defective products, which could have dangerous
ramifications for the workforce if used.
A false negative test could be just as dangerous, if not more so,
than not testing at all.
If you want advice on which tests are best to use, or any other
queries about testing, get in touch and we will gladly help.

with anything!
Our role is to help you as an employer understand the complex
and clinical by translating it into simple and actionable advice
that protects you and your business.
We are here to give you options and make informed decisions.
John adds: “So, on a final more positive note, we can say
without any hesitation that business continuity and resilience is
absolutely achievable.
“Perhaps just as importantly, though, through the careful
management of COVID-19 and other health risk factors in the
workplace, we as employers are actively contributing to the safety
and security of the North East.
“We are proud of our contribution in 2021 and will continue to
support you and your businesses in 2022, come what may.”

As an additional tip, we have seen a marked increase in clients
who are looking for a same-day mobile collection service.
As such, we have set up a mobile testing and collection service
for all types of COVID-19 tests.
FIND THE RIGHT OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PROVIDER
Throughout the pandemic, we have heard time and again that
employers/managers have felt enormous pressure through
having to become infectious disease specialists and mental/

Pictured: John
Devitt, chief
executive

Recovery4Life
www.recovery4life.co.uk
@Recovery4LifeNE
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FINDING THE RIGHT EXECUTIVE TALENT
James Carss leads North East-based executive search and recruitment business NRG.
Following extensive experience in the Far East and North America, James returned to his
roots to help grow and develop the long established people business. Here, James talks
to CONTACT about the approach, methodology and skills required to source top talent for
companies and organisations

Q: What difference do you and your team make to the executive
search and selection process?
A: We work with a very specific focus to find top talent
at executive level, as well as for non-executive and chair
appointments.
Our approach differs from normal recruitment where people
might place an advert to try and find someone, because we are
not necessarily targeting people who are looking for a job.
Instead, we meet a client and spend time with them to
understand their business and what they are looking for.
We then go and find the people who have the relative

we have. And I’m incredibly fortunate to work alongside

Q: Has the COVID-19 pandemic changed the game in the world

highly-experienced fellow consultants Scot McHarg and Ray

of work?

Williamson.

skillsets to fit organisations’ criteria – essentially, we want the

One of our key differentiators is that every member of the

best individuals within a specific function, industry, area or

Executive Search and Selection team has worked in the sphere

leadership.

for more than 15 years, and we are all experienced in working

In short, we find the right people while saving the client
valuable time as we do the hard yards in terms of research, initial

out of the region and placing multiple board level appointments

vetting and interviews.

globally.
We spend hours with clients before we start a search; we get
close to a chief executive, or a board or chair, to understand how

Q: Which sectors do you cover?

an organisation works from the inside out.
That helps us understand a particular role, its importance and

A: We work across a number of sectors that include accountancy
and finance, IT and digital, and engineering and manufacturing.
It’s important to note our flexibility – accountancy and finance,

A: Yes, hybrid working is here to stay, and it is interesting to see
its impact on senior candidates who may need to relocate.
As a company, we have done a lot of high-profile relocations
of candidates to the North East.
Some of them have been boomerangs (North East natives
returning) but others have been new to the area.
One of the issues people always face is the trailing partner,
and the logistics of them coming to the region and finding a job.
The pandemic has changed that to an extent, though,

what an organisation needs in terms of technical ability and

because now a husband or wife can go to their employer and

softer skills.

say, ‘my other half is moving up to the North East – can I do my
job remotely and visit the office once a week or fortnight?’

for example, covers both private and public sectors.
Q: Are you able to provide a good example of a recent senior

We have placed senior executives in health trusts and housing

But relocation nevertheless remains tough; it isn’t easy for the

associations, as well as leading private and public companies.

appointment?

job candidate or their family.

Q: What makes your Executive Search and Selection process so

A: A very relevant example of NRG’s Executive Search and

Kong by myself in 2004 with one suitcase, to the man who,

Selection provision in action came recently when we worked

when NRG contacted me in 2016, moved across the Atlantic with

closely with the North East England Chamber of Commerce to

his wife and three children all aged under five.

I’ve seen both sides, from being the person who went to Hong
valuable to clients?
particular opportunity.
A: We align ourselves with senior business leaders to understand
the motivations, aspirations, culture and values of their business,

consultancy during a 12-year stint in Hong Kong, so I’d like to

working together to strengthen the leadership team – often

think NRG’s Executive Search and Selection offer provides clients

as a result of private equity investment, significant market

with significant – and distinctive – support and reassurance.

movements or business restructuring.
We conduct a rigorous search for every role, which involves a
lot of market mapping through intelligence gathering.
Using data from our dedicated research team, we build a
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I previously managed a leading global recruitment

support the business membership organisation’s search for a
new chief executive.
This is a really important role, and the Chamber needed
someone they could trust.

Most of the people identified won’t be looking for a career

I spent a long time with outgoing Chamber chief executive

change, so businesses need a trusted partner to sell themselves

James Ramsbotham and its chair John Marshall to find out what

and the role.

they needed. I then put in place a rigorous structure that was fair

There are many firms offering executive search support, most

map, sometimes of 50 to 100 people, and then qualify and

of which are based in London, but there are very few in the

proactively target individuals, engaging with them about a

North East that are doing what we do or possess the background

It provides me with points of reference and allows me to
speak to people with real empathy.

and transparent and focused on delivering the right candidate.
As you can imagine, I’m now delighted to see John McCabe in
the role and wish him the very best.

NRG
www.nrgplc.com
@nrgplc
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DOING THE RIGHT
THING FOR OUR PLANET
With November’s COP-26 conference having pushed climate change – and future action – to
the forefront of news agendas and public consciousness, Jack Simpson, North East England
Chamber of Commerce training and global network adviser, looks at the importance of taking
decisive measures now to ensure a greener future for tomorrow

When we talk about globalisation and

Soft power is the ability to support and

climate change, it sometimes feels like

collaborate with, rather than coerce, others

phase down, and one day phase out, fossil

trying to get a square peg into a round hole.

to achieve your goals.

fuel usage.

Even now it conjures images of long-haul
Jack Simpson
jack.simpson@neechamber.co.uk
@NEEChamberJack

flights and large shipping containers, but

As a cultural and economic influencer,

The Government has indicated one step
towards this in its Developing Country

global policy and trade can be tools to drive

the UK can flex its trading power to

Trade Scheme (DCTS), a mechanism in

change.

encourage green development through

which imports from developing nations are

various methods of production and carbon

encouraged to grow their economies.

The UK leads the top seven economies
(G7) in reducing carbon emissions, falling

tax mechanisms, and influencing trade

It is currently under review, but one

by more than 25 per cent since 1990, while

organisations to adopt similar policies.

measure to benefit from DCTS will be

countries like the USA, Japan and Canada

This may sound very high level, but the

through good governance.

EU has only just introduced a levy for all

If this can include a transition to green

carbon intensive imports – known as the

energy and industry, it will ensure a rapidly

Government wants to put green

Emission Trading System (ETS) – except

developing world does not sink us further

global development at the heart of its

from the UK, which already has an ETS that

into crisis.

independent trade agenda.

betters the EU.

have seen huge increases.
As part of the UK’s EU exit, the

However, the UK has somewhat stumbled

Nations are continuing to develop, which

On the flipside of this, there needs to be

rising emissions.
We need to increase the global capacity
to create, develop and sell renewable
solutions locally.
To this end, the North East is at the
forefront of UK policy.
Regionally, we will have Envision AESC
– the first – and Britishvolt – the largest –
gigafactories in the UK.
This will develop a local supply chain,
near renewable energy sources, but
international trade is still vital to greasing
the cogs of green technology.
I have ummed and ahhed on how to
write this piece.
International trade is good, and

a reworking of the global supply system

sometimes necessary; Portugal is Europe’s

out the blocks in being a global leader of

means more industry, more consumers and

– which might seem obvious to anyone

largest reserve of lithium, we cannot pick

the green revolution.

more spending – and more reliance on fossil

expecting overseas deliveries.

those mines up and relocate them to the

In fact, leaks from the recent UK-Australia
trade negotiations suggest the UK has cut

fuel and intense resource practices.
Without promoting sustainable green

But from a green perspective, electric
vehicles cost 75 per cent more in emissions

climate pledges from the deal, including

development overseas, as bystanders we

to manufacture than conventional cars, due

commitments to keep global warming

will be swept up in the rising threat of

to where they are being made.

below 1.5C .

global warming.

‘So what?’, I hear you cry.
The UK is bucking the trend and,

India, Indonesia and Korea are some of
the fastest developing nations, but have

China has 156 battery gigafactories,
Europe has 22, the USA has 12, the UK has
none.

UK.
It also leads to shared innovation,
development and prosperity.
Yet we must be conscious to live within
our earthly means, and a resilient, local
supply chain.
A global green transition will be messy. It
will be complicated, but right for the future

according to Statista, is the second best

also seen a sharp rise in emissions, while

country in adopting climate protection

the Middle East by far had the greatest

renewable energy sources, according to BP

measures.

emissions growth per person, according to

in 2020, it was virtually the only country to

the IEA.

increase its usage of coal and oil power, and

spreading clean growth and development

the biggest polluter in manufacturing.

across the world and we also need to

As the old saying goes, ‘all it takes for
evil to triumph, is for good people to do

Increasing market access for green

Despite China’s efforts to develop

of our planet.
Policymakers need to show initiative in

develop resilience at home to create a

nothing’ – we can always do better and

technology and research to provide

should be encouraging others to do better.

alternatives, as well as development aid, or

paradox of relying on an emission intensive

harmonised, and clean, global environment

incentives, to encourage the global uptake

economy to produce the solution to

for all.

Enter soft power.
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It is diplomacy over war.

of clean energy, will help in the efforts to

China’s reliance on fossil fuels presents a
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PROVIDING STABILITY IN AN
EVER-CHANGING WORLD
In today’s constantly shifting commercial landscape, secure and trusted support has never
been more valuable. And one business offering such is global professional services firm Aon.
Providing clients with robust commercial risk, retirement and employee benefit support
from its offices in Newcastle and Stockton, the company also utilises specialist national
experts to further drive organisations’ market expansion. Here, Steven Hugill speaks to
Dan Hopkinson, Aon’s head of office for commercial risk solutions in the North East and
Cumbria, to find out more

people in this region, is that regardless
of an organisation’s size, they will
always receive the same level of local
commitment.
“We are part of a large, global
organisation, but we will always have
local people on the ground dealing with
local businesses.
“That is very important to us, because
when we take a company to market, we
must understand that business and its
plans so we can clearly articulate them
to the insurers.

The business world has experienced many seismic incidents

“If we weren’t here in the area,

over decades and centuries past, though few have ever matched

and therefore didn’t understand

the impact of COVID-19.

the dynamics of the economy, then

From the closure of offices and factories to the postponement
of countless services and a dramatic halt in economic activity,

we wouldn’t be able to do that as

the pandemic has caused – and continues to deliver – huge

effectively.
“But it’s not only the economic

disruption to the commercial landscape and the millions

dynamics – client dynamics are equally

employed therein.

important,” continues Dan.

In such times, robust, trusted support for organisations has

“On paper, customers can sometimes

never been more important – and one company delivering just

other ways too.

the team are to identify and help clients

From commercial risk solutions to retirement support and

generation family running one, and a

understand what their risks are, to help

with a very innovative small business

help around employee benefits, the business delivers crucial

fourth generation running the other,

them make better decisions.

to help map out where its intellectual

guidance that maximises client performance by reducing

which means they have completely

exposure to volatility.

different dynamics.
“And that is why our client-facing

And nowhere is this assistance more amplified than at its

“And we provide that through

“For example, we recently worked

property could have an impact across

detailed data and analytics, while our

new global markets, and we also

North East team also includes more

completed the UK’s first deal of its kind

Newcastle Quayside office and sister Preston Farm industrial

team – and the years of experience it

than 25 people specialising in mid-

to help a company raise capital against

estate base, in Stockton, where its 40-plus strong team delivers

possesses of this region’s companies,

market SME businesses across the

the value of its intellectual property.”

expert provision to clients that range from sole traders to SMEs

its industries and sub-sectors – is so

region.

and publicly-listed companies.

important.”
However, while providing support

“Ultimately, it is about managing

Dan adds: “This kind of support
provides clients with something they’ve

volatility and we’ve always been a

never had before; it is very powerful in

view risk, and clients are perhaps more reliant on us now than

attuned to the region’s unique industrial

very forward looking company in that

terms of their growth and all part of

they have been for a generation,” says Dan Hopkinson, Aon’s

topographies, Dan says Aon’s North East

respect.

our commitment to ensuring our offer

head of office for commercial risk solutions in the North East

team – which works with clients across

and Cumbria.

a broad range of sectors including,

steps ahead because we are clients’

but not limited to, construction,

eyes and ears and are out in the market

have predicted a global pandemic, and Brexit has certainly

manufacturing, food, life sciences and

quantifying the exposure they could

boundaries of innovation for centuries,

brought its challenges too.

technology – can draw upon specialist

face.

and it is exciting to be supporting North

“The last two years have really brought into sight how people

“Risk remains high on everyone’s agenda; nobody would ever

teams; the company’s myriad of national

“A lot of businesses needed advice from the first lockdown

“We have to be one, two or even three

“And our specialist offering helps us

onwards; some had vehicles off the road because they were told

and international, industry-specific

achieve that, because we can tap into

they couldn’t travel, while others had to shut factories down.

experts.

a central resource of professionals on a

From specialist construction and

“And our Newcastle and Stockton teams were on hand,

cybersecurity guidance to intellectual

having switched seamlessly to remote working, to ensure they
continued to receive the close help and advice they so critically
needed.”
Such support, says Dan, was accentuated by the vast and
detailed local knowledge of its regional team, which, over the
years, has fostered countless close relationships with clients
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He says: “The absolute functions of

look the same, but it might be a first

that is leading multinational professional services firm Aon.

from Teesside up to the Scottish border and across to Cumbria.
And as the North East emerges from the pandemic, Dan says

property assistance, the impact of

“This region has pushed the

East companies on their future growth
journeys.”

intelligence.
“If there is a complicated construction
risk issue, for example, we can bring in

this long-held commitment will not only endure but grow even

areas of focus, Dan says such access

sector-dedicated specialists to support

stronger.

futureproofs clients’ operations while

those already here on the ground.

securing them fresh market traction.

in a changing marketplace.

fluid basis, who have the best market

weather on crop growth and many more

He says: “The mindset and philosophy of the business, and the

constantly evolves to meet their needs

“But we are able to facilitate growth in

Aon
www.aon.com/unitedkingdom
@Aon_plc
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MIDDLESBROUGH COLLEGE GROUP GIVES
TEESSIDE INVESTORS A SKILLS ADVANTAGE
Middlesbrough College Group is playing a key role in helping businesses tap into
strong talent streams to support their future growth in the North East

in the region, including international

businesses are growing, they come to

mining leader Anglo American and its

the North East.

pioneering Woodsmith Project, global

Group’s technical training specialist

meeting them early in their planning in

processing company Seqens and

TTE are giving Anglo American’s latest

order to build skills programmes.”

marine services provider Svitzer.

cohort of apprentices the skills and

Not least because we’ve got people
with the skills they need.
And that’s not by accident.
Our sector strengths in chemical

In fact, Ofsted highlighted our role
in delivering the skills that underpin

and process, clean energy, digital, low

Teesside’s major regeneration schemes

carbon and hydrogen, and engineering

– particularly the Woodsmith Project.

and advanced manufacturing mean

This multi-billion-pound

established in the area, Middlesbrough

sustainable mining approach.

College Group continues to be the go-to
For example, Seqens (formerly

operate advanced technology and the

Chemoxy International) has operated

sophisticated engineering know-how to
make Anglo American’s vision for 21st

benchmark for sustainable, low-

century mining a reality.

most ambitious businesses to invest

skills partner.

This means giving them the ability to

development is setting a new global

We’re working with some of the

And, as inward investors become

competencies they need to lead this

edge of technology and knowledge.
the epicentre of that training drive.

businesses investing in the North –

Experts at Middlesbrough College

we’re training people at the cuttingMiddlesbrough College Group is at

on Teesside for more than 150 years.
for us in spades and are constantly

Through our apprenticeship training

The processing company currently

adapting and refining the programme

arm Northern Skills Group, we work

has six apprentices trained and

director at Anglo American’s Crop

to meet the requirements of the

with more than 2000 businesses

supported by TTE’s expert team, and

global food production by bringing the

Nutrients business, says: “Through the

project.”

that are benefiting from a mix of

more than 30 per cent of Seqens’

game-changing fertiliser polyhalite to

Woodsmith Project, Anglo American

professional and technical programmes,

workforce – including many senior
managers – are former apprentices.

environmental impact mining, and at
the same time promises to support

Gareth Edmunds, corporate relations

Earlier this year, when Professor Brian

is investing in North Yorkshire and

Cox helped us launch a £20 million

spanning everything from accounting

Teesside and creating hundreds of new

investment in a new digital centre and

to welding.

jobs.

expansion of our industry-leading STEM

And globally-renowned TTE delivers

Rachel Higgins, Seqens’ HR and
learning and development officer, adds:

Centre, he said it would put our region

finely-tuned technical training to

“We’ve invested in apprenticeships for

the forefront of Anglo American’s

at the “forefront of the new industrial

organisations across the world, recently

a long time because it makes good

FutureSmart mining programme –

revolution”.

working with British Steel, offshore oil

business sense to manage the long-

and gas company MODEC and energy

term sustainability of our workforce

giant Sembcorp.

and, where possible, to train people

“Those people are going to be at

deploying the latest cutting-edge

That’s because our approach is

technology to make mining as safe,

not only to keep pace with the skills

efficient and sustainable as possible.

businesses need to innovate and grow,

“Therefore, we need people with
world-class technical engineering skills.
“We’ll recruit more apprentices during
the next four years, who will develop

create programmes that meet future

programmes are constantly being

and the college group’s facilities are

requirements.

created, adapted and refined through

very similar to our own.

Our expert team of tutors and
from industry – are tuned in to the

with real industry experience, many

skilled apprentices who are ready to hit

trends shaping the opportunities and

having worked their way up from

the ground running and have a broader

challenges our business partners face.

apprenticeships to senior positions in

knowledge of the market we operate

What’s more, between them, our

fields such as petrochemicals, oil and

in.”

of apprentices, who split their time

team has proper knowledge and

between TTE’s specialist workshop

understanding of every occupational

learning facilities and work-based

sector.

Gareth adds: “TTE’s team of expert

“These two factors are really
important when it comes to producing

operate the mine.

consultants and tutors are delivering

our close relationships with businesses.

“TTE’s team are industry experienced,

“Our team is made up of people

and instrumentation skills needed to

training on site.”

from the local area.

manager at TTE, says: “Our training

advisors – many of whom come

underway with our first two cohorts

John Cooke, training operations

but to stay ahead of the curve and

sophisticated electrical, mechanical

“In fact, we’re already well
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“We’ve done this many times for

the world market.

When ambitious, high productivity

That’s not something that can be said

gas and manufacturing.
“It means they’re ideally positioned –
with strong professional networks and
on-the-ground knowledge – to tailor

for all training providers, but our scale

training to meet specific commercial

and reach give us that ability.

objectives.

Middlesbrough College Group
www.mbro.ac.uk
03453 404040
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UNDERWHELMING
COP-26 STILL SHOWS
BUSINESSES THE WAY
With the COP-26 conference having divided
nations – and provided equally split reactions
from those looking on – Arlen Pettitt, North
East England Chamber of Commerce
knowledge development manager, says the
time has come for concerted efforts to deliver
positive climate change

Arlen Pettitt
arlen.pettitt@neechamber.co.uk
@NEEChamberArlen

nations, and there is a general

governmental change, there’s no

acceptance that although they are

denying a general gathering of

feeling the effects of climate change,

momentum on the climate.

they aren’t the major contributors – that

The UN’s Sustainable Development
Goals provide a good starting
framework. Not all of them will apply

The enduring image of Glasgow’s COP-26 came as it

honour remains to those of us with the

don’t take steps under their own

clearly across all businesses, but what

concluded, when conference president Alok Sharma

biggest and most developed economies.

initiative to put in place strategies to

can be useful is picking two or three

address their climate impact, will soon

especially relevant goals to define the

find themselves forced to do so.

first action you take.

fought back tears while apologising to delegates.
The pact between nations on climate action had been

While agreements were made in
Glasgow around collaboration and

watered down at the last minute after negotiations

sharing of information on adapting

stretched long beyond the expected deadline.

to mitigate climate risks, far less

A key passage on the use of coal was altered from

progress was made on either outright

“phasing out” to “phasing down” – progress in the

compensation or access to debt finance

right direction maybe, but without any real sense of

to pay for these mitigations.

conviction.

An example to point to is the German

This pressure will come, or is already
coming, in one of two ways.
First, pressure from existing staff or
during recruitment.
Individuals want to work for
organisations they feel mirror their

There are recognised standards, like
ISO14001, which look at environmental
management within a framework, and
which most businesses will be familiar
with.
There are also many specialists who

response to the devastating floods

values and will increasingly demand

can support you here in the North East,

going in the right direction, but maybe not as far, or as

that hit the country and its neighbours

change or swerve those businesses not

including Imvelo, GENEE, Sustainable

fast, as anyone would like.

Belgium and the Netherlands in July,

seen to be taking the issue seriously.

Business Services, Climate Action North

That’s perhaps a good summation of COP-26 overall:

There were a number of international agreements on
key topics like methane, zero emission vehicles, sharing
adaptation best practice and deforestation.
And there were also headline-grabbing domestic
announcements, either during the conference or in
the run-up, for example, on expanding the use of heat

claiming more than 200 lives.
Germany was able to direct billions of
euros of emergency aid to its regions, as

North East England Climate Coalition.
Taking steps now, while momentum

Fund if it required it.

emergencies or are already beginning

legislation or customers require it, will

to require environmental management

allow you to do it on your own terms.

In August, German politicians agreed
and rebuilding.

As well as Sharma’s tearful coal apology, there was

Many large organisations, especially in

and the umbrella organisation, the

is building, rather than waiting until

for businesses listed on the London Stock Exchange to

disappointments.

clients.
the public sector, have declared climate

a €30 billion package to fund recovery

But there were also plenty of omissions or

Second, pressure from customers and

well as having access to the EU Solidarity

pumps over gas boilers and the proposed requirement
publish a net-zero transition plan by 2023.

What COP-26 failed to do, though, was
make sure all nations are able to access
that scale of support should they need it.
If the conference itself was a

assurances from their suppliers.
This pressure will only increase once
listed firms need to declare their netzero strategies in 2023.

On a grander scale, the low carbon,
green technology and energy sectors are
crucial ones for the North East.
The way we can all play our part, even

So, what can businesses do now?

if we don’t work directly with those

It starts with honest conversations

sectors, is to put our weight behind

little progress on the topic of adaptation, loss and

mixed bag, what does that mean for

internally. What are your genuine

making change a reality, adding to

damage, which was focused on helping those countries

businesses, and for the North East in

impacts? What are the risks? What

that momentum and making clear the

most severely impacted by climate change.

particular?

can be done differently? How do your

intention of the whole North East to take

impacts extend beyond your immediate

climate change seriously.

Those countries are disproportionately developing
34

The reality is that businesses, which

business to suppliers and customers?

Regardless of the pace of
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COLLABORATION MARKS A SIGNIFICANT STEP
TOWARDS A NET-ZERO FUTURE FOR THE UK
As the focus on energy transition intensifies, Siemens Energy is partnering with Aker Solutions
and Doosan Babcock to drive forward the development of new technologies and solutions for the
carbon capture and storage market

The UK’s energy industry is at a tipping point.
There is a growing need for an energy infrastructure that

sustainable industrial opportunities, jobs and value creation at
large.

meets demand but maintains a secure and stable supply, while
allowing for huge increases in renewable generation.
But as energy demand accelerates and the world continues to

COMBINING HERITAGE WITH INNOVATION
AND COLLABORATION

evolve, we face a key question.
How can we keep the lights on while at the same time
protecting our climate?
At the time of writing, the much-anticipated net-zero review
from the Government had just been published and world
leaders had gathered in Glasgow for the United Nations Climate

Steve Scrimshaw, vice president at Siemens Energy, says: “All
three companies have a strong heritage in the UK.
“We’ve been here for a combined 450 years – we have roots
and a large workforce.
“It’s clear to us that by joining forces, we can use our proven

Change Conference, otherwise known as COP-26, meaning the

experience and the supply chains we’ve built over the years to

with Siemens Energy and Doosan Babcock on other high-profile

focus is very much on how we meet the climate challenge.

build the next fleet of UK power stations.”

projects across the country.

Reaching net-zero isn’t going to be achieved by a strategy
document; it’s going to take real projects, which change the way
we generate and use power and balance our grid.
The recent Government commitment to decarbonising the

It is this heritage and commitment to innovation which has
brought the three companies together.
Stephen Bull, executive vice president of renewables at
Aker Solutions, adds: “CCUS is integral to the UK’s net-zero

to safety, but also to using local supply chains and developing
The consortium is fully committed to the UK, working with

commitments, and this consortium further demonstrates our

the country’s supply chains, ensuring all manufacturing is based

must not produce carbon emissions.

commitment to ensuring much-needed technologies reach

here too.

but also shows the role that carbon capture will play in the
future.
Just as the transition to net-zero isn’t going to be solved by
one technology alone, the development of advanced solutions
will require the strength of more than one company.
Collaboration with other organisations and industries, to draw
on each other’s capabilities, knowledge and experience, will be
vital to reach net-zero.
THE POWER OF PARTNERSHIPS

commercial scale.
“Joining forces creates a strategic platform for us to combine
our strengths and work together to offer best-in-class capability,

knowledge and resources to support the energy transition.
Aker Solutions, Siemens Energy and Doosan Babcock have
formed a consortium, which will see the three companies

The main objective of the consortium is to deliver solutions
that enable customers to achieve their decarbonisation goals,
while simultaneously contributing to the development of new

of this approach as they also look to facilitate investment and

There is no doubt the energy transition presents a monumental
task.
It is one the UK has been working hard on for years – but

UPSKILLING AND INVESTING IN THE NEXT GENERATION

zero goal won’t happen overnight.

country – making sure the energy transition is a just transition is

As we move away from fossil fuels, innovation and investment

consortiums, we will be able to make the changes needed to get

something of great importance.

in new technologies, such as hydrogen and CCUS, will also play

us there.

choice and local UK delivery.”
With each organisation having a large and well-established

Deep decarbonisation and reaching the all-important net-

UK workforce – both in the North East and across all parts of the

Andrew Colquhoun, chief executive at Doosan Babcock,

But, step by step, with the right decisions, partners and

a role in creating jobs, re-skilling the current workforce and

Steve adds: “There is a bright future ahead – a renaissance in

says: “The planned investment in CCUS will result in significant

securing economic growth, through the formation of new roles

energy that will create exciting opportunities as we embrace the

investment into communities in Scotland, the North East of

and knowledge transfer.

innovation that new technologies bring in powering our planet.”

“As a consortium with a large UK workforce, we support the
Government’s aims for a green recovery and aim to ‘level-up’
by safeguarding and creating many high-skilled jobs in these
communities.”

Steve adds: “Today’s workforce needs to lay the groundwork
for the energy transition and it’s the talent coming through
universities , schools and colleges who will make it a reality.
“That’s why we’re all involved in numerous university
partnerships across the country – because developing the next
generation of leaders is crucial to us as a business.”

COLLABORATIVE TRACK RECORD

for the growing UK carbon capture, usage and storage (CCUS)
market.

The current supply chain challenges highlight the importance

A BRIGHT FUTURE

there’s still a long way to go.

draw upon more than 450 years of combined experience and a
6500-strong UK workforce to develop technology and solutions

programmes, and build the skills needed for tomorrow.”

research and development to advance products locally.

England and Wales.
Three powerhouses are doing just that, joining forces to share

Andrew adds: “Engaging with schools and colleges is a
key focus to develop career pathways and apprenticeship

skills in the sector.”

power system by 2035 means that any new power station built
This means more attention to wind, solar and nuclear power,
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“Not only did this show how we share the same commitments

Nottingham, Oxford and Sheffield.

The consortium has a track record in investing in the
development of young people and creating jobs for the long-

The consortium has worked together several times in the past
and is using its new agreement to put in joint plans for several
projects across the country.
Stephen says: “Aker Solutions has collaborated separately

term with partnerships at some of the UK’s top universities.
Examples include a bespoke training course at the UK
Engineering School at the University of Lincoln, and renewables
content within courses at the universities of Bath, Hull,

Siemens Energy
www.siemens-energy.co.uk
@siemens_energy
Aker Solutions
@akersolutions
Doosan Babcock
@doosan_babcock
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SEIZING NEW
OPPORTUNITIES
As the outcomes of COP-26 are digested, Marianne O’Sullivan, North East England
Chamber of Commerce policy adviser, sees plentiful opportunities for the region
to lead the green revolution

from 2023.
While this is currently only for larger

Marianne O’Sullivan
marianne.osullivan@neechamber.co.uk
@NEEChamberMO

climate change summit in Glasgow.
The conference followed the 2015

value of goods and services exported by

required for other businesses as well.

UK low carbon and renewable energy

Making sure businesses are able to act

businesses exceeds £7 billion.

now on creating their plans will mean

The Government has also said the

COP-26 can provide an opportunity
for businesses to look at their
sustainability strategies.
Implementing measures could help

The Chamber will be campaigning for

make businesses more attractive to

Group, which are planning to create

green infrastructure to meet our net-

customers and investors.

a solar farm to switch to renewable

zero targets, as well as creating new jobs

upcoming ‘levelling-up’ White Paper will

legislation.

include plans to meet net-zero targets

Making changes now means that

energy and invest in renewable heating

and allowing the region to contribute to

and drive economic growth in all parts

businesses are more resilient in the

systems for social housing, respectively.

the UK’s economic recovery.

of leading car manufacturers have

of the UK. This presents opportunities

future and are better placed to react to

committed to ending the era of fossil-

for regions like the North East to build

evolving regulations.

fuel powered vehicles by 2040 or earlier;

on our key sectors in energy and electric

the UK has already agreed to phase out

vehicle technology to support a green

for the skills sector in ensuring that

new petrol and diesel car sales by 2030.

recovery for the UK.

people are trained to take advantage of

These international targets will have
implications for the North East.
Energy and electric vehicles are key

The Government’s strategy around
heating systems will impact the heating

There will also be implications

opportunities within growing sectors.
Around the retrofitting of housing,

of workplaces, with aims to move

in particular, there are lots of potential

towards low carbon alternatives.

opportunities in the North East.

warming to well below two degrees and

Catapult, in Blyth, Nissan and the UK’s

also impact business fleets, with moves

up to 15,000 direct jobs created in the

aim for 1.5C.

multi-modal hydrogen transport hub, in

towards green vans and trials around

region through retrofitting, heat pumps

Teesside.

zero emission HGV technologies.

and heat networks.

With other countries also looking at

Targets around electric vehicles will

Businesses will need to start looking

IPPR have estimated there could be

It is important the opportunities are

applies this in their approach to fossil

a move away from fossil-fuel powered

at more sustainable ways to transport

accessible to a large proportion of those

fuels will be critical.

cars, this presents future export

goods and at how staff travel for

at risk of unemployment.

opportunities for businesses.

business with a return to in-person

At COP-26, the UK launched an

meetings and offices.

plans – known as nationally determined

international plan to deliver clean and

Incentives from the Government

contributions – with more ambitious

affordable technology everywhere by

to ensure businesses are able to take

pledges by the end of next year.

2030.

action to reduce emissions will also

It was agreed at COP-26 that UK

renewable energy and retrofitting.

they are ahead of potential future

and the Offshore Renewable Energy

countries to deliver updated national

We have also shared case studies
of businesses, such as Newcastle

The region has the opportunity to
lead in areas such as electric vehicles,

investment to build on the North East’s

sectors for the region, with Britishvolt

The final agreement also requests

climate change.

International Airport and Thirteen

agreed to work together to limit global

to phase down coal, how each country

North East play their role in tackling

reduce costs, increase resilience and

Paris Agreement, where every country

The Glasgow Climate Pact agreed
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According to the Government, the

firms in the future, we may see this

More than 20 countries and a group

The dust has now settled on the COP-26

export new technologies.

With the North East leading

This is particularly important for
the North East, due to our higher than
average proportion of the workforce
holding lower level qualifications.
At the Chamber, we have worked

be important, especially as many

with members such as Northumbrian

financial institutions and companies

innovation in areas such as hydrogen,

firms have been negatively impacted

Water to share best practice on creating

with shares listed on the London Stock

clean energy and zero emission

by COVID-19 and may not have the

sustainability strategies, implementing

Exchange must come up with net-zero

vehicles, this presents opportunities

funds right now to invest in low carbon

changes and measuring progress and

transition plans, which will be published

for businesses to further develop and

technology.

success to ensure businesses in the
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A D V E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : S PA N I S H C I T Y

A MEETING LIKE NO OTHER:
THE UNMATCHED VIEW OF SPANISH CITY
Just a stone’s throw away from the Whitley Bay coastline, Spanish City has mesmerising views
of the North Sea and everything you could need to host a seamless corporate event. Here, find
out how the much-loved landmark of the North East is the perfect venue for your business
meetings and events

Originally built in 1910, Spanish City

training and conferences to private

contemporary and has an abundance of

recently underwent a £10 million

dining, team building and working

natural lighting throughout.

restoration project, reopening in 2018.

lunches, there are several options

The new-look building has kept many
iconic features that have been tastefully

available for your organisation.
A versatile room with a partition wall,

St Mary’s Function Suite’s facilities
include a private bar, service kitchen
and bathrooms, WiFi, AV equipment

St Mary’s Lighthouse Function Suite

– including LCD projector and white

Spanish City has a versatile function

has floor-to-ceiling windows across

screen – air-conditioning, stationery and

suite that can cater for a wide range of

the front of the room, giving guests

a cloakroom.

corporate events, as well as a variety of

panoramic views of the shoreline and St

food and drink venues throughout the

Mary’s Lighthouse.

integrated with modern touches.

building.
From a private space for meetings,

A new addition to Spanish City
when it was redeveloped, the room is

For smaller meetings, Spanish City
recommends The Champagne Bar or

Spanish City’s dining experiences go the extra mile.

1910 Restaurant.

Expect the taste of luxury and opulence as its team of expert

These relaxed and sophisticated

chefs serve you meals that you won’t forget.
Whether you’re looking to dine privately with clients in 1910,
or host a ball for 120 people in St Mary Lighthouse Suite, you
can sit back and relax while Spanish City’s team takes care of
everything.
From tantalising buffets to exquisite five-course tasting
sessions, Spanish City has flexible menus available within each
settings provide an impressive location for those looking for a
meeting point with ambience and excellent service.
1910 is a spectacular fine-dining restaurant situated on the
top floor of the left wing of Spanish City.
It is an intimate room, making it the perfect location for
smaller events, such as drinks receptions and private dining.
The Champagne Bar is an impressive meeting place for
colleagues or clients. The bar serves sandwiches, snacks and

day delegate package.
From initial enquiry through to the delivery of your event, you
can expect first-class service from the Spanish City team.
They will listen to what you want and create a bespoke event
tailored to your every need.
The team will also be available in the build-up to your event
to ensure that everything is ready and to your satisfaction.
On the day, you’ll have a dedicated operations manager,

drinks during the day, before transforming into a chic place to

who will ensure everything runs smoothly for you and your

meet a client for a cocktail or glass of wine in the evening.

colleagues.

Like St Mary’s Function Suite, both 1910 and The Champagne

Both on-site and nearby parking is readily available - and

Bar boast panoramic views of the Whitley Bay coastline and are

there are several hotels within the local area - so book now for a

also available for private hire.

corporate event or away day to remember.

For truly special occasions, Spanish City can close the
entire building to the public. This would give your business
access to 1910, St Mary’s Function Suite, The Gallery, Trenchers
Restaurant, The Champagne Bar and their wide range of
facilities.
The entire venue has capacity for up to 2000 guests and is
the perfect setting for large-scale events.
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Spanish City
www.spanishcity.co.uk
events@spanishcity.co.uk
0191 691 7090
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VIEWPOINT: LAURA HEPBURN – GREENOLOGY

I’ve written this article on the back
of COP-26, during the days last month
when we were bombarded with plans,
dates and a push to create some new
‘coptimism’.
We saw hundreds of private jets
arrive and leave, and cavalcades of cars
transporting non-mask wearing leaders.
Who are we to believe, though?
Are these suited warriors really going
to save the world for our children?
Thinking about it, who is providing the
overarching strength in leadership on
this topic? The youth.
I found it inspiring, but also sad, to
see such amazing, thought-provoking
youngsters representing their countries
from all over the world, telling us why
they were at COP-26 to fight for our
planet.
They weren’t making cheap gestures
or smooth sentences by giving
undeliverable targets – their messages
were clear.
The younger generation is creating
plans, strategies and papers to gain a

VIEWPOINT

In a new feature for CONTACT, Laura Hepburn,
director at Middlesbrough-based waste-toenergy firm Greenology, looks at the increased
focus on environmental change following last
month’s COP-26 conference, why we need to
listen to new voices in the discussion, and why
the time has come to replace promises with
proactivity

voice and build momentum but is sadly

area after the death of so many big

make that difference for the future.

names and years of depravation, job

These young people call themselves
the #missingmajority because they feel
they are being denied a voice in their
future.
You only have to look at the We Are
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GREENOLOGY

With this, of course, comes hope,
prosperity and a stronger economy.
At Greenology, we take end-of-life
tyres and wind turbine blades and turn
them into valuable products, such as bio

as the one from Prolinnova, in Kenya,

fuel. We are all about offering customers

which says: “There should be a robust

a full circle solution to end landfill and

conversation on integrating homegrown

incineration.
As an innovative start-up, sometimes

communities’ resilience to shocks of

we find it hard to watch as huge

climate change through resource use

investment deals are made in the

efficiency”, to gain a sense of their

area with companies that are seen as

feeling.

incumbents and not sustainable.

We shouldn’t have to hear our children

LAURA HEPBURN

losses and heavy carbon industries.

Restless website, and comments such

solutions that build and strengthen

FEATURE

This is exactly what we need for this

having to beg the older generation to

Are companies trying to pivot into the

pleading for us to act before it’s too late.

green economy for the right reasons or

The Tees Valley is being highlighted as

because it looks good to shareholders?

the new green capital of the UK.

With any small business under the
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VIEWPOINT: LAURA HEPBURN – GREENOLOGY

age of two, there is a high element of
risk with any new technology, but if we
don’t funnel the green funds down to

We have just gone through one of the
scariest times the world has ever seen.

these SMEs, we will stymie the green

People are struggling with fear, feel

revolution, and we will stop the next

jaded and see promises and not delivery.

generation’s actions before they have
even started.
Can we signpost more support and
financial investment into the areas of
technology that will deliver the true
transition to net-zero?
Let’s encourage the next generation

The only way to change this is
education, innovation and results.
It’s time to be inclusive and get
everyone to the table.
Sustainability is such an important

tangible targets, because saving this
world is not one sparkly hydrogen hybrid
unicorn, it is going to take a joined-up,
multi-pronged practice and inclusive
plan to help everyone.
We must open our minds to the
possibilities around making a difference.
We don’t have the infrastructure to
be able to meet unachievable targets,
but smart thinking can create transition

word, but we must understand what

and help manufacturers produce less

sustainability stands for – it isn’t the

emissions and better ways of working.
We must understand what small

to be brave enough to dream and more

wraparound word for when you create

importantly to believe in themselves to

an environmental policy that nobody

changes we can all make, to keep this

deliver.

sees in a dusty file.

journey upbeat and not let cynicism

We can’t keep giving quick-fix

Sustainability is about people, their

schemes that lead to a suit ticking a

jobs, their wages, their lives, and is about

political box; we need to futureproof

getting us towards recovery.

jobs so people are secure for life in a
turbulent world.
Anyone can make big voices about
what’s coming in 2030, which is too late,
and more depressingly 2050, which is
far too late. So, what must we do now as
44

leaders to deliver change?

And it links intrinsically to ‘levellingup’, another buzz word that slips out at
conferences.
So, what do we want from this
situation?
Collaboration, access to finance and

creep in.
This is a fantastic opportunity for
realism, to hear others’ ideas and move
forward on this treasured ground.
I was very lucky to have tickets for
COP-26.
And, after listening to the headliners
speaking, who am I going to listen to?
My daughter, of course!
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A D V E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : M U C K L E L L P

IS IT TIME TO REVIEW YOUR
APPROACH TO DEBT RECOVERY?
DIY debt recovery can be a frustrating time sap that doesn’t always get the results you need.
So, is it time to make calling in the professionals, policy?

and secure for your customers, the evidence shows they’re far

SO, WHEN SHOULD YOU GET PROFESSIONAL HELP?

more likely to use them.
“And, if you can offer additional flexibility around payment
plans, that is also likely to be well received.”

When it comes to deciding who is best placed to help with your
debt recovery efforts, Julie is keen to stress the benefits of calling
on a law firm.

DO YOU NEED PROFESSIONAL HELP FOR DEBT RECOVERY?

“At Muckle we can call on a variety of legal expertise that just
isn’t available to credit agencies, helping us get better results for

There can’t be many business owners

to getting paid and what to do when

can make you aware of any potential

It can be tempting to just do it yourself, rather than calling on

who are immune to the strain of unpaid

you’re not. Here are some of the things

problems coming down the track and

the experts.

invoices. Incredibly, research suggests

well worth thinking about as part of your

allow you to mitigate any risks, as well

that approximately 70 per cent of all

debt strategy.

as keeping your firm top of mind for
prompt payments.”

invoices are not paid on time.
More than a mere inconvenience,
unpaid invoices can threaten the very

ARE YOUR CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS
HEALTHY?

With the COVID-19 pandemic
compounding cashflow concerns and

Time spent nurturing existing client
relationships is time well spent.
According to Julie Parr, at leading law

some commentators predicting a ‘debt

firm for business Muckle LLP, there are

tsunami’, now is a good time to review

many benefits.

your whole approach when it comes

homework when it comes to taking on
new clients.

existence of the company you’ve worked
so hard to build.

Julie also advises doing your

She says: “Strong client relationships

“Taking a little time upfront to uncover
any prior complaints is worthwhile,
helping you spot the potential for any

Julie believes the best way to approach incorporating

But as Julie explains, this can sometimes be a false economy.

professional debt recovery into your business is to simply make

She says: “We often hear from clients that they think

it policy.

about professional debt recovery as a last resort, but getting

She says: “State clearly in your terms and conditions that you’ll

professional help has many advantages whether you’re looking

attempt to recover a debt three times before passing it over to

to recover one debt or thousands.

a debt recovery service. You’ll find you spend less time deciding

“The simple fact is that businesses often find that a letter from
a solicitor seeking payment produces better results more quickly
than their own attempts at recovery.”

what to do and aren’t continually chasing.
“Customers tend to understand that ‘rules are rules’, and this
can take some of the heat out of a difficult situation.”

So what are the benefits of seeking professional debt recovery

problems later on.”

support?

DEBT RECOVERY MADE EASY WITH MUCKLE COLLECT

HAVE YOUR TERMS AND CONDITIONS

SAVE TIME

Muckle has been helping businesses get paid for over 30 years,
recovering 92 per cent of B2B debts. And the team have now

BEEN REVIEWED?
Chasing debts takes time and effort and this can put a strain

developed a new state-of-the-art debt recovery tool, which

Your terms and conditions are at

on your business as you’re distracted elsewhere. Call in the

lets you submit and manage your outstanding debts online –

the heart of your relationship with

professionals and you can focus on what matters most – running

anytime and anywhere.

customers, so it’s important to ensure

your business.

Best of all, with fixed cost and ‘no recovery, no fee options’
available, you have the reassurance that comes with total

they’re fit for purpose.
SAVE MONEY

upfront transparency on fees.

the circumstances where interest might

Trying to recover your own debts takes time and success isn’t

and let Muckle collect? The results may surprise you.

be added if an invoice is not paid on

always guaranteed.

Check you’ve included a late payment

So, when it comes to debt recovery, why not make it policy

clause and make sure you’re clear about

time.
As Julie points out: “Setting clear and
realistic expectations from the start can
really help avoid any issues later.”
And if you have a debt recovery policy

More often than not, interest or compensation for late

and Muckle Collect, call 0191 211 7889 or e-mail us at

debt recovery services.

collect@muckle-llp.com.

If your terms don’t cover this, under the Late Payment of
Commercial Debts (Interest) Act, businesses have the right to
charge their customers compensation and statutory interest on

with it.

any overdue invoice to help cover the recovery costs.

DO YOU MAKE IT EASY TO PAY?

MAINTAIN GOOD CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS

It may sound obvious but it’s often well

One of the benefits of taking on professional help is that it

worth reviewing just how easy you make

makes someone else responsible. The debt recovery agent is the

it for customers to pay.

one communicating with the debtor and chasing payment.

found: “if you make paying easy, efficient,

To find out more about Muckle LLP’s debt recovery services

payments under your terms will cover the costs for professional

in place, make sure you follow through

As Julie and her team at Muckle have
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our clients.”

This means that you can focus on preserving the business
relationship with your client.

Pictured: Julie
Parr, director
of business
improvement

Muckle LLP
www.muckle-llp.com
@MuckleLLP
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10 QUESTIONS

10 QUESTIONS

10 QUESTIONS

In another new feature for CONTACT, Helen Stewart, managing director of Stockton-based
Colewood Digital, reveals her career journey to date. Appointed in February to propel the
firm’s growth, she has ushered in a refreshed business plan, growth and people strategies
and is increasing its brand awareness. Having worked in the digital industry for more than 16
years at various marketing and web agencies in Teesside and London, Helen is a role model
in a male-dominated industry and an inspiration to young women aiming for success in
senior roles across the sector. Recently shortlisted in the Chamber Inspiring Females Awards
2021, in the inspiring employer category, Colewood Digital supports various collaborative
initiatives, encourages future leaders and aims to become the go-to digital marketing
agency. Its services include PPC, SEO, social media management and email marketing

			

Growing up, I was a very practical learner, which led me to engineering.
I began my career after completing A-levels in advanced engineering
and I became a production planner for Katmex, in Stockton. Wanting
to travel, I moved to London shortly after my 21st birthday and started
a role in a digital firm as a digital marketing executive. I fell in love
with everything digital and gained knowledge and experience to work
my way up to the position I’m in now. I’ve worked for various digital
agencies in London and the North East.

My first break in business was my first role in digital marketing and being introduced to the digital
industry. I was working in London; it was very fast-paced and such an exciting time for online. Working in
the capital taught me so much. I quickly progressed in the role and found my passion.
			
My career highlight to date took place over the previous few weeks.
Colewood and I were shortlisted in the Chamber Inspiring Female
Awards for most inspiring medium-sized business. To be shortlisted
was such an honour. I’ve always wanted to be the leader I would have
needed throughout my career; I want to inspire young women across
the region to push themselves, to know that anything is possible, and I
believe I’m testament to that. Equality within the industry is my passion
and we push for that here at Colewood.
I was appointed managing director in February this year to lead and push for growth. With 16 years’
experience in the industry, I’ve seen the pitfalls and successes across various digital marketing and
software development agencies. Updating the existing business strategy, I’ve introduced a new growth
and sales strategy across the business, as well as internal initiatives such as progression planning,
training and development for all staff and a new hybrid working model, that allows employees to work
from home or in the office. I’m also driving equal opportunities for existing staff and improving internal
processes to enable us to continue our excellent customer service and offering to clients.
		
			

Our overall mission is to provide transparent and result-driven services,
such as PPC, SEO, email marketing and social media management.
We’re also introducing new services to keep up with demand
within digital. We want to help clients grow their businesses and
aim to be their go-to digital marketing partner, both nationally and
internationally.
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HELEN STEWART

Helen Stewart
helen.stewart@colewood.net
www.linkedin.com/in/
helenstewartcolewood/
www.colewood.net
0203 475 8393
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10 QUESTIONS

Colewood has been in business since 1999. The pandemic looked
to begin to halt growth due to some businesses initially cutting
marketing spend. We recently introduced our social media
management service. This is a new service offering and we have
recruited staff to provide it, as well as internal training. We help clients
maximise their market share and profitability by managing their
digital marketing campaigns via various digital marketing channels.
The teams quickly had to adapt to working fully remotely, though we
were fortunate that we were already set up to do so. Our employees’
safety comes first, and now we are facing some normality in terms of
office working, we have offered staff the option to work from home
or in the office. Although the pandemic initially affected the business,
2021 has been a very successful year. We have secured new clients and
contracts, and we have grown. Our client-focused strategy ensures
existing clients are retained and we continue to work with them on a
long-term basis.
		

My biggest challenge in business was deciding
to leap into another industry. I was solely
focused on a career in engineering while at
school and then college, so a new industry
was daunting. But I fell in love with digital. I
was lucky to learn from such great mentors in
my first digital role in London. I found an even
bigger passion and haven’t looked back.

Team motivation is extremely important in any business – if your
staff are motivated and passionate about what they do, and feel
valued, then clients will get the best possible service. At Colewood,
we offer unrivalled progression for all employees and incentives
across the business, such as retail discounts and flexible working and
socials, among others. We promote a no blame culture and a positive
environment at all times. The teams work well together as part of
one team. We take on regular feedback from staff to make changes
to ensure they are happy at work. I’m so proud of the team and what
they achieve every day for clients.
		

My main inspiration has to be businesses that
disrupt the market and do things differently and
which inspire future leaders to have the same
confidence in how to run a business. Digital is
extremely fast-paced and constantly changing,
so you need to be adaptable and make quick
decisions to be successful and grow. What
works now may not work in six months. I always
aspire to be the leader I would have needed
throughout my career. I regularly ask myself,
‘what did I need from a leader? What support
was missing? What was I unhappy with?’ This
really drives me to support our employees with
their career paths.

My family is very important to me, just as much as my role/career. I
make sure I spend the right amount of time in each area of my life. I
promote that with staff too. Our flexible working scheme and hybrid
working model ensure we all have a good work/life balance.
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A D V E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : N O R T H P & I C L U B

WHY THE NORTH EAST
NEEDS ANOTHER FREEPORT

The area covered by the Teesside freeport includes the
Teesworks site, Wilton International, Teesside International

freeports are performing to gauge their effectiveness, time

Shipping. Work is already underway to attract businesses to

(like the tide) waits for no man, and so the longer the North

relocate to the freeport zone.

East coast above Teesside is without a freeport, the more

be funding for infrastructure, cheaper customs, lower taxes and
tax breaks for companies within the freeport zone.
Tees Valley Combined Authority Mayor Ben Houchen is

For the uninitiated, freeports benefit

in business.

customs procedures, duty suspensions

of commiseration on Tyneside,

on goods and a streamlined

that securing freeport status could have

Northumberland and Wearside.

planning process to aid brownfield

created more than 60,000 new jobs and

redevelopment.

given the region’s economy a £3.4 billion

For once, it wasn’t the fluctuating
fortunes of the region’s football clubs

The North East bid aimed to establish

many excellent manufacturing businesses in this region.

Setting aside the
political arguments,
to me, there seems a
simple way forward:
grant the North
East bid and give
the region a second
freeport

However, in March, the Government

but instead the Government’s decision

ports of Tyne, Blyth and Sunderland –

opted to grant the rival Teesside bid

on bids from both areas to be granted

plus Newcastle International Airport,

freeport status, along with seven other

the Nissan plant in Sunderland and the

and ship goods out, which would be very advantageous for the

boost over the next ten years.

a virtual free trade zone involving the

freeport status.

The tax and duty advantages which freeports allow mean

Those behind the bid were confident

that caused the outbreak of emotion,

Therefore, we like to think we know a thing or two about how
to facilitate trade and, in my view, freeports are ideal for this.
it would be more attractive for companies to bring goods in

Manufacturing Park.

which were mirrored by scenes

P&I clubs around the globe provide to the world’s ships, they
simply would not be able to trade with each other and operate

neighbouring International Advanced

from a package of tax reliefs, simplified

Our work at North P&I is focused squarely on facilitating
trade – without the support and insurance which we and other

of Teesport, as he looks to focus the freeport on industries
chemicals, and to create more than 18,000 jobs.
of great celebration on Teesside,

opportunities we are likely to miss out on.

now spearheading a drive to acquire PD Ports, the operator
including offshore wind power, other clean energy and

Earlier this year, there were scenes

While it would be instructive to see how the newly-granted

Airport, Teesport, the Port of Hartlepool, Liberty Steel and LV

As well as simpler planning rules for building, there will also

Paul Jennings, chief executive at Newcastle-based marine insurer North P&I Club, looks at why
the Government needs to extend the advantages of freeport status further north in the region

the Government to grant freeport status wherever it chooses.

UK locations.

This is particularly important considering the effects which
Brexit has had on our ability to export goods and services –
traditionally a major strength of the North East economy.
Anything which can make that process easier, quicker and
more cost-effective would be a boon.
The combined strengths of the ports of Blyth, Tyne and
Sunderland are huge and span a wide range of different
industry sectors.
They are already buzzing hives of activity in everything from
transport to offshore energy, and when you add in the Nissan
plant, the neighbouring International Advanced Manufacturing
Park and plans for Britishvolt’s giant electric battery plant at
Blyth, you can see the potential for growth.
Freeport status would also help greatly in the process of
‘levelling-up’ because at the current moment, there simply has
not been enough of that.
While the North East has evolved fantastically well from
being a region dependent on heavy industry, to one that has
embraced a range of sectors, I don’t think it has benefited as

So, what of the unsuccessful North East freeport bid?

well as other areas of the North, such as Greater Manchester,

At the time of the announcement, business leaders in the

and certainly not as well as other areas of the country, such as

area admitted they were “bitterly disappointed” at missing
out on freeport status, something they had worked on for four
years.
That disappointment was compounded a couple of weeks
later when it emerged that the North East freeport bid was
rejected despite being ranked third out of 18 submissions on
the official Government criteria for success in the competition.
Setting aside the political arguments, to me, there seems

the South East.
The North East is a fantastic location, it’s a great place to run
a business with great people who believe in the value of hard
work.
But it still needs more assistance and I think a freeport would
go a long way towards this.
There is no reason why those advantages can’t be – and
shouldn’t be – extended north of the Tees.

a simple way forward: grant the North East bid and give the
region a second freeport.
There is nothing in the legislative framework surrounding
freeports which says that no more can be granted in the UK –
they are similar in concept to the enterprise zones that helped
new businesses become established across the region in the
1990s and 2000s and, like enterprise zones, it is in the gift of
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North P&I Club
www.nepia.com
@NorthPandIClub
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PULLING IN THE SAME
DIRECTION FOR SUCCESS

Until I joined
the Chamber, I
had no idea how
many fantastic
and influential
businesses we
have in the
region

As the North East England Chamber of Commerce’s relationship manager – medium and global
business, Michael Dickinson helps members fulfil their domestic and international growth
ambitions. Here, he tells Steven Hugill more about his role and his passion for helping create a
thriving business community

What does your role entail?
It involves supporting 170-plus
businesses across Tees Valley and North
Yorkshire, which consist of medium-

Chamber was with Dickinson Media,

We have a global package specifically

community is thriving, and the region’s

sized and small global organisations.

a media buying company, which my

designed to support members who

unemployment figures fall.

mother set up.

trade overseas. This gives them access

We support businesses from all

to our international team, which has a

sectors and of all sizes, we put on

I help my members connect with
other members, grow their business,

While at Dickinson Media, I became

support their internal teams and

a member at the Chamber to help

wealth of knowledge on how to trade

networking events, connect members,

support them with their business

network, build connections and grow

globally.

promote them through our huge

challenges.

the business. I then joined the Chamber

I’m keen to make sure our members

following on social media and try to

webinars, online content, blogs and

keep as much business in the region as

toolkits that provide guidance on the

possible. We have fantastic companies

issues impacting international trade,

in the North East with great jobs and

as well as regular trade updates and

careers, and we do what we can to make

There are many parts of my job I enjoy,

market insights, which give information

sure people know of them.

Tell me about your career path

but there are two main areas.

on delegations, overseas visits, trade fairs

I studied sports management at the

great culture where everybody helps

University of Sunderland, gaining a first-

each other; we all pull in the same

forum, where our global members come

class degree.

direction and want the North East

together to share best practice and

in 2019.

have a voice, both in the region and
nationally, and we tackle any business

What do you enjoy about your position?

issues together.

Here at the Chamber, we have a

During my time at the university,

and exhibitions.
We also run an international trade

How can the Chamber support a
member looking for global trading
opportunities?

business community to succeed. The

discuss challenges and the latest news

We work closely with the Department

I worked at Sunderland AFC as a

other big enjoyment I get is going out

on the global circuit.

for International Trade, which helps look

marketing executive, supporting the

and meeting members and getting an

delivery of music concerts that included

understanding of their business.

Kings of Leon, Take That, Red Hot Chilli

Until I joined the Chamber, I had no

Peppers and Rhianna.
I then moved to Hays to be a
recruitment consultant in the
construction industry, working closely
with social housing companies and
councils such as Thirteen Group and
Darlington Borough Council.
My final job before working at the
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We run international training courses,

idea how many fantastic and influential
Michael Dickinson,
North East
England Chamber
of Commerce
relationship manager
– medium and global
business

Finally, we have our ChamberCustoms

for new opportunities overseas, and we

Service, where we support members

have a network of 70-plus Chambers

by completing their import and export

and business groups around the world

declarations and transit documents.

(Africa, Americas, Asia, Europe and
Oceania) all of which are more than

businesses we have in the region, and
this is something I shout about as much

What role does the Chamber play in

happy to speak with our members and

as possible because people need to

supporting the growth of the region’s

support them in whichever way they

know what they have on their doorstep.

business community?

can.

How do you and the wider team

This is a key area for the Chamber, as

trade overseas, our global package will

support members in trading overseas?

we want to make sure our business

certainly benefit them.

If a business is looking towards
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Chamber awards
associate sponsor

Chamber
Inspiring
Females
Awards
NEWCASTLE CIVIC CENTRE, NOVEMBER 26

On November 26, the North
East England Chamber of
Commerce’s inaugural Inspiring
Females Awards recognised
businesswomen at all stages of
their careers from across the
region. Twelve leading lights of
the business community were
given top honours at a special
ceremony in front of 300 guests
at Newcastle Civic Centre.
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E V E N T S : C H A M B E R I N S P I R I N G F E M A L E S AWA R D S

And the
winners are...
Apprentice of the year
Ellen McCann,
Ryder Architecture
- Sponsored by Hartlepool College of
Further Education

Inspiring female
(partner & president’s club)
Angela MacOscar,
Northumbrian Water
- Sponsored by Britishvolt

Community and CSR inspiring
female of the year

Most inspiring employer
(partner & president’s club)

Karen Marshall,
Accenture

Northumbrian Water

- Sponsored by Esh Group

Highly commended Joscelin Lawson, Northumbria Police
- Sponsored by Britishvolt

Inspiring female
(small & essentials)
Nicola Wood,
The Wonderful Wig Company
- Sponsored by North East BIC

@NEEChamber

Annie Barr,
AB Health Group
- Sponsored by Teesside University

Most inspiring employer
(small & essentials)

Most inspiring employer
(global)

Adkins & Cheurfi

Prima Cheese

- Sponsored by North East BIC

- Sponsored by Teesside University

Inspiring female (medium)

Inspiring female business
leader of the year

Amy Park,
Robson Laidler
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Inspiring female (global)

- Sponsored by North East Times
Magazine

Dr Jo North,
Port of Tyne
- Sponsored by Muckle LLP

Most inspiring employer
(medium)

Outstanding contribution
to the North East

EMG Solicitors

Steph McGovern

- Sponsored by North East Times
Magazine

- Sponsored by Bernicia
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Chamber
Business
Awards

On September 9, the North East England Chamber of
Commerce handed its prestigious business of the year
award to Great North Air Ambulance at a celebration
of regional success in Durham Cathedral.
Winners of other categories came from a range of
sectors covering the length and breadth of the North
East.
They included: best export business – Newcastlebased Pearson Engineering; entrepreneur of the
year – Everflow Group, of Stockton; green business
– Battlesteads Hotel, in Northumberland; and best
business diversification – Gateshead’s Recovery4Life.
Diversity and inclusion is an important part of
Chamber campaigning and the award for this
was presented to Signpost Productions, based in
Gateshead.
The small business of the year winner was Nirvana
Europe, based in Wallsend.
The medium-sized business of the year was
Stockton’s Endeavour Partnership, with Seahambased Believe Housing picking up the Partner &
President’s Club business of the year honour.
The judges were category sponsors and included
Wingrove Motor Company, Northumbrian Water,
Teesside International Airport, Durham University,
Gateshead College, Womble Bond Dickinson, the
North East Local Enterprise Partnership, Northern
Skills Group, Esh Group and North East Times.

Chamber awards
associate sponsor

DURHAM CATHEDRAL,
SEPTEMBER 9
60
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EVENTS: INSPIRING FEMALES CONFERENCE

INSPIRING FEMALES CONFERENCE
SEPTEMBER 15, BEAMISH HALL
The tenth North East England Chamber of Commerce Inspiring Females conference was held at Beamish Hall Hotel, County Durham,
on September 15, where stories of personal courage, business achievement and trail-blazing were shared. Attendees heard from
incredible guest speakers, including Vijayalakshmi Subramani, of Sunderland-based Kerckhoffs Limited; Nicola Crowther, of Crowther
Mediation; Zak Kamran, of The Girls Network; Ellen McCann, of Ryder Architecture; Darren Hankey, of Hartlepool College; entrepreneur

EVENTS: CHAMBER AGM

CHAMBER AGM
SEPTEMBER 21, BEACON OF LIGHT
On September 21, more than 150 North East business leaders gathered at the Beacon of Light in Sunderland for the Chamber’s annual
AGM. Attendees were praised for their hard work during the pandemic and an ambitious vision for the future of the region’s economy
with fairness and collaboration at its heart. The Chamber AGM was sponsored by Sunderland City Council, and supported by the
Beacon of Light.

Laura Middleton, of The Office Rocks; Gemma Lowery, founder of The Bradley Lowery Foundation; and Alix Bolton, chair of the Chamber
Women’s Leadership Forum. The event supported Smart Works.
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EVENTS: PRESIDENT’S BUSINESS LEADERS LUNCH

EVENTS: CHAMBER SHOWCASE

PRESIDENT’S BUSINESS
LEADERS LUNCH

CHAMBER SHOWCASE
@ NORTH EAST EXPO

OCTOBER 8, RAMSIDE HALL

NOVEMBER 4, NEWCASTLE FALCONS

More than 160 North East businesspeople heard from the Archbishop of York,

On November 4, members gathered at the Chamber Showcase at the North

the Most Rev & Rt Hon Stephen Cottrell, at Ramside Hall, Durham, on October

East Expo, in association with Fresh Start Events. The day provided the perfect

8, who spoke emotively about emerging from the pandemic, and how the same

opportunity to promote a business or service, meet new business connections,

resolve is needed as was required in the aftermath of the Second World War.

and strengthen relationships with other businesses in the North East.

The President’s Club is in association with Learning Curve Group, and the lunch
event was sponsored by Tribe 365.
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C O N TA C T : M E E T YO U R M E M B E R S H I P T E A M

MEET YOUR MEMBERSHIP TEAM
The team is always on hand
to help members in growing
their knowledge, influence and
connectivity. As part of an extensive

Rachel Thompson

Clare McCabe

network, if we don’t know the

Medium & Global Relationship Manager

Small Business Relationship Manager

answer, we probably know someone

07833480474

Area: North Tyneside & Northumberland

who does – get in touch!

rachel.thompson@neechamber.co.uk

01913746487

www.linkedin.com/in/rachel-thompson

07850740646

@NEEChamberRachT

clare.mccabe@neechamber.co.uk
www.linkedin.com/in/neechamber-clare
@NEEChamberClare

Jennifer Rycroft

Michelle Ord

Director Membership,

Senior Relationship Manager,

01913746461

Presidents Club

Julie Charlton

07867541467

01913120067 / 07392317728

Small Business Relationship Manager

jennifer.rycroft@neechamber.co.uk

michelle.ord@neechamber.co.uk

Area: South Tyneside,

www.linkedin.com/in/jennifer-rycroft

www.linkedin.com/in/michelle-ord

Sunderland and East Coast

@NEEChamberJen

@NEEChamberMiche

01913120077 / 07980259991
julie.charlton@neechamber.co.uk
www.linkedin.com/in/juliecharlton
@neechamberjac1

Erin Knight

Tom Warnock

Partner Engagement & Sponsorship

Senior Relationship Manager,

Manager

Presidents Club

01913746453 / 07747885896

01642329504 / 07714845617

Abigail Turner

erin.knight@neechamber.co.uk

tom.warnock@neechamber.co.uk

Small Business Relationship Manager

www.linkedin.com/in/erin-knight

www.linkedin.com/in/tom-warnock

Area: Gateshead, Durham, 		

@NEEChamberErin

@NEEChamberTom

North Darlington
01913120075
07912478961
abigail.turner@neechamber.co.uk
www.linkedin.com/in/abigail-

Julie Digman

Richard Addison

turner-863697126

Medium & Global Relationship Manager

Membership Executive, 		

@NEEChamberAbi

01913746441

Larger Business & Global

07912478964

01913120060

julie.digman@neechamber.co.uk

richard.addison@neechamber.co.uk

www.linkedin.com/in/julie-digman

www.linkedin.com/in/richard-addison

@NEEChamberJules

@NEEChamberRich

Alison Preston
Small Business Relationship Manager
Area: Teesside, Darlington South,
North Yorkshire
01913120079

Michael Dickinson

Lynsey Fairless

07833480474

Medium & Global Relationship Manager

Small Business Relationship Manager

alison.preston@neechamber.co.uk

01913746478

Area: Newcastle

www.linkedin.com/in/alison-preston-

07850740645

01913120064

7ab11850

michael.dickinson@neechamber.co.uk

07834444627

@NEEChamberAli

www.linkedin.com/in/michael-dickinson

lynsey.fairless@neechamber.co.uk

@NEEChamberMike

www.linkedin.com/in/lynsey-fairless
@NEEChamberLyns
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